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Ralph Bernard on radio's next
"golden age."

by Ken R.

Chafes Under Restrictions

SBE members are employed in radio
and TV. But when it's time to communicate with their fellow chapter members,
what medium do they often choose? The
written word.
Despite the growth of the Internet and
other information sources, traditional
newsletters, whether mailed or e-mailed,
remain an important communication tool
for some chapters.
One that does it particularly well is
Chapter 24 in Madison, Wis., which won
the national SBE's award for best largechapter newsletter in 1989 and has won
again every year but one since 1992.
The current editor is Michael Norton, a
maintenance engineer at Wisconsin Public
Broadcasting. He minored in graphic arts
and majored in broadcasting at the
University of Wisconsin in Platteville.
Norton has worked on the newsletter
since 1996. The chapter mails about 125
copies to members each month; the content also is posted online in PDF and text
form.
He is quick to give credit for the chapter's awards to the contributors.
"My skills are in the mechanics of

by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON Hundreds of community groups, churches and schools from the
first wave of low-power FM licensees have
their stations on the air. Many are in rural
aims of the country with amach of approximately 3.5 miles and broadcast at 100 watts.
In November, 690 LPFMs were on the
air. A total of 1260 construction permits had
been granted, according to FCC data. The
commission has processed 3,160 of the
more than 3,200 applications filed in the
original windows in 2000-02. Proponents
originally had hoped that there might be
thousands of stations.
"LPFM has been extremely successful to
this point in the limited areas where it has
been allowed. Still to be addressed is how to
get more of the stations on in urban areas,"
said Pete Tridish, one of the founders of the
Prometheus Radio Project, anon-profit
resource center that helps guide LPFM
broadcasters through the launch process.
"We feel the FCC has done avery good
job of clearing out the backlog. However,
they should adopt some form of flexibility to
work around the current unjust limitations

See NEWSLETTERS, page 18

See LPFM, page 6

Prometheus Radio volunteers work
to secure the tower supporting a
Nicom antenna for Radio Free
Urbana on the roof of the town
post office. WRFU was the ninth
'barnraising,' the term Prometheus
uses for building an LPFM.
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More Change Expected at the Commission
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON The FCC is getting a
partial makeover.
The agency advanced its public meeting for the month to Dec. 9 to get its
work done while it still had four commissioners. FCC Commissioner Kathleen
Abernathy planned to leave the agency
on that date.
After serving 4-1/2 years at the
commission, she said earlier this year
she wanted to spend more time with
her young daughter, but would wait for
the Bush administration to nominate a
replacement. Her term expired more
than ayear ago; by law she would have

had to step down when the current congressional sessions ends because she
had not sought to have her term
extended.
Just prior to her resignation in
November, the White House said the
president would nominate Republican
Deborah Tate as acommissioner and renominate Democratic Commissioner
Michael Copps.
Tate is director of the Tennessee
Regulatory Authority, which regulations
telecommunications. If confirmed by the
Senate, she would fill the remainder of
former Chairman Michael Powell's term,
until 2007.
The Senate Commerce Committee

designated a Dec. 13 confirmation hearing for Tate and Copps.
Assuming Tate is confirmed,
Chairman Kevin Martin will lead afourcommissioner FCC — two Democrats
and two Republicans —
until
Abernathy's replacement is nominated
and confirmed. Senate Commerce
Committee Chairman Ted Stevens, RAlaska, was said to be seeking candidates
for Abernathy's slot.
Normally the FCC has five slots, with
a majority belonging to the president's
party. Martin has been operating with a
four-member slate since Powell departed
in March.
If the Senate fails to act, President

Bush could name areplacement during
•
the congressional recess; that individual
• could +serve temporatiiy •asinominees
await confirmation, the agency noted.
Looking back

s.

-

As Abernathy set her departure date,

she looked back at accomplishments during her term.
"Our largely market-driven approach
to advanced services has helped create a
vibrant market for new wired and wire-
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less telecommunications products, and
our spectrum reform initiatives have
improved our ability to put this scarce
resource to its most effective use," she
said in astatement.
"Implicit in the commission's competition-oriented approach to telecommunications regulation is recognition of the
fact that competition is ajourney. It is a
See FCC, page 3
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FCC, Congress Grapple With EAS
Satellite Services, HD Radio Will
Take Part in Emergency System
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON While the FCC is
expanding its Emergency Alert System
rules to encompass digital media, it also is
seeking help on how to develop the alert
and warning system further. Industry
observers, though, say several key issues
will have to be resolved for that to happen.
In the short term, the FCC action on
EAS last month means some stations
may incur new costs. Depending on how
their audio is routed now, stations broadcasting IBOC and those that are multicasting may need to purchase additional
EAS equipment within the next year.
Meanwhile, Congress is reviewing EAS
as it considers abroader comprehensive
emergency warning system. The Senate
Commerce Committee in October passed a
bill to establish anetwork for transmitting
alerts across various communications platforms including cell phones and
Blackberries, the Internet, digital, analog,
cable, satellite TV and satellite and terrestrial radio. The measure would require that
alerts provide individuals with instructions
about what to do in response to athreat.
The measure was not yet on the Senate
voting calendar in late November.
Multicast too
The FCC's vote in November extended
the EAS rules to cover digital radio and TV
stations as well as satellite radio, satellite
TV and direct broadcast satellite services.
Most must comply by Dec. 31, 2006; DBS
gets an extension to May 31, 2007.
As of those dates, the digital and satellite
media must be able to carry national EAS
alerts, as analog stations do today. This
means the services must install and maintain EAS encoders/decoders and conduct
periodic tests.
Carriage of state and local alerts remains
voluntary, said attorney Jean Ann Collins of
the FCC Enforcement Bureau's Office of
Homeland Security.
If digital broadcasters take part in EAS
activations, they must provide the EAS
message on all program streams, applying
to multicast stations that carry programming; data channels would be exempt.
Some stations that convert to HD Radio

FCC
Continued from page 2
journey in which there are winners and
losers, change and upheaval, and no clear
destination where all things are settled
and all competitors are satisfied. Our
effort to create greater regulatory symmetry between cable and telephone company providers of advanced high-speed
broadband networks is but one example
of that process."
Additionally, the commission has taken steps to ensure that emergency communications work reliably, Abernathy
said.
NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts said
of Abernathy's announced departure,
"Kathleen Abernathy has served the FCC
and the American people with class and
distinction. Her dedication to principle

can use their existing encoder/decoders and
routing switchers to add EAS to their digital
channels without incurring additional costs,
while others would need to buy additional
equipment, according to Darryl Parker,
senior vice president of TV!', amanufacturer of EAS equipment.
Stations must be able to insert the
required audio information into their digital
stream, typically an AES/EBU stream, he
said.
"If they're carrying the same programming on both analog and digital, they don't
need to do anything?' he said.
"Some stations may already have a
routing switcher that handles AES/EBU,
so it depends on the plant's configuration," Parker said. Typically, a station
would need one to four switcher boxes all
tied to the same encoder/decoder to be
able to interrupt programming for an
EAS test or message for up to five stations, four digital and one analog.
In the case of TFT gear, the switcher, a
Model 999 Digital Insertion Unit, lists for
$2,395 and an EAS encoder/decoder lists
for between $ 1,700 to $3,995, depending on
the number of inputs and data ports featured.
The FCC said in the text of the EAS
decision that "commenters indicate these
updates will neither be complex nor costly."
The commission paraphrased NPR's earlier
comments on this issue: "National Public
Radio has also stated that, using relatively
inexpensive distribution amplifiers and
switching devices, stations should be able to
carry EAS or other emergency information
virtually instantaneously via each free overthe-air program channel."
Playing ball
The FCC action also addresses adiscrepancy in EAS obligations that has existed for
years between over-the-air broadcasters and
satellite broadcasters, said Clay Freinwald,
the chair of the Washington State EAS
Committee. He is vice president of the SBE
and chair of that organization's EAS
Committee.
"Essentially the FCC has taken these
new technologies and said, ' You'll play ball
like everybody else.' It's something that fills
the gap that has been in existence for some
has been matched only by her gracious
demeanor and steady professionalism."
Fellow Commissioners Copps, who
also began as a commissioner in 2001
along with Abernathy, and Jonathan
Adelstein said they would miss her.
Abernathy did not indicate what she
intends to do next. Prior to her FCC
appointment, she was vice president of
Public Policy at BroadBand Office
Communications, Inc. Before that, she
was a partner at the law firm of
Wilkinson Barker Knauer. She also did
stints at U.S. West, Inc. and AirTouch
Communications, Inc.
In addition to her experience in the
private sector, Abernathy held several
positions at the FCC. She was atelecommunications legal advisor to FCC
Chairman Jim Quello, legal advisor to
Commissioner Sherrie Marshall and special assistant to the FCC's General
Counsel..

time." Freinwald was speaking on his own
behalf; SBE had yet to file comments in this
most recent EAS development in
November, he said.
The commission also is seeking input
from the public on ways to develop acomprehensive digital EAS system.
"The Further Notice looks at how do we
get there and what are the technical constraints as we try to move in the right direction," said Commissioner Kathleen
Abernathy in November. "It puts us on the
right path and recognizes that as aregulatory agency, we have to keep pace with new
technology." She was set to leave the agency
in early December.
Richard Rudman, president of consulting
firm Remote Possibilities and vice chair of
the
California
State
Emergency
Communications Committee, said the
agency left out of its decision details of the
work afoot to develop anational warning
strategy, to tie broadcast entry points to the
actual warning originators.
"Most of EAS' notable failures ... occur
at the warning origination point?' he said,
which is outside of broadcaster control.
He called this situation "a major disconnect." In Rudman's view, EAS works
best where local Primary Entry Point
broadcast committees coordinate with
local government officials about how
emergency warnings are to be authenticated and disseminated. He said this
point has been made before to the agency

and EAS experts likely will repeat it in
further comments to the commission.
A nationwide, state-by-state EAS "needs
assessment" should be conducted, he said,
to determine what parts of state systems are
ineffective or need adjustment and what it
would take to get local warnings integrated
into NOAA weather radio.
The agency is seeking comments on general topics such as system architecture and
message distribution and whether there
should be acommon alerting protocol.
Mandatory?
One question in the EAS notice is
whether satellite radio should be required
to deliver state and local messages. This
touches on a controversial matter. A
requirement that satellite services take
part in EAS at anything beyond the
national level raises a host of issues,
Rudman and Freinwald agreed.
For example, when the commission
asked this question in a previous EAS
review, the SBE's position was clear,
Freinwald said: there must be training for
local emergency managers beforehand.
"The fear is this could open a
Pandora's Box in giving statutory authority to the emergency manager, such as a
sheriff, and he would be able to take over
the airwaves.
If satellite radio is required to deliver
local alerts, he said, "The question is,
where does it stop? How do we know the
message being sent is authentic?"
Rudman said using something akin to
an "e-chip" — where, in theory, all warnings are in text form and transmitted on
See EAS, page 18
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They Populate the Pages of RW
Each issue of Radio World and Radio World
Engineering Extra contains an index of advertisers
as well as alist of our editors and other key staff.
But Idon't have the space regularly to thank

Carlos Eduardo Behrensdorf and Cam Eicher.
And William Eldridge, Andy Eliason, Gary

Lewine, Joyce Lieberman and Carl Lindemann.
Also Rolin Lintag, Jeff Littlejohn, Phil

Ellingson, Howard Enstrom, Mike Erickson,

Lombardo, Chuck Lontine, Tony Lopez, Frank

Chris Erwin, Mike Evans, Lauren Evoy Davis,
Doug Fearn, Simone Fewell, Bue Fitch, Curtis

Lovre, Michael Lowery, Walt Lowery, Frank

From the Editor

aclose, to thank by name the many hundreds of
people who in 2005 wrote our stories, sent letters

Flick, Steve Floyd, Steve Fluker, Ty Ford,
Ballard Fore, Frank Foti, Fred Francis, Richard

Luepke, John T.M. Lyles, Steve Lyman, Cecil
Lynch, John Lyons, Peter Maer, Richard
Majestic, Daniel Mansergh, Nick Markowitz,

Franklin, John Franklin, Steve Freeman, Clay

John Martin, Dan Mason, Dave Matthews, Tim

to the editor, contributed User Reports, submitted

Freinwald, Ray Frieders, Gary Fries, Eddie

Mauch, David Maxson, Bob May, Kevin

Workbench tips or allowed us to feature them or

Fritts, Lany Fuss, Scott Fybush, Brent Gardner-

McCarthy, Jerry McCarty, Jon McClintock,

quote their opinions in aprominent way.

Smith, Greg Garrett, John Garziglia, John

Frank McCoy, Dale McCubbins, Tom McGinley,

The range of knowledge and expertise represented by this list humbles me, and it doesn't

George, Tony Gervasi, Brett Gilbert, Dennis
Gilliam, Bill Gillman, Neil Glassman, Kevin

Dick McGraw, Frank McLemore, Doug
McLeod, Bob McLeod, Daryl McQuinn, Marty

even include the many, many other sources who

Glennon, Mark Goff, Mark Goff, Jay Goldman

Melia, Geoff Mendenhall, John Merli, Flip

Schweizer, Tim Schwieger, Dave Scott, J.S.

helped our writers with their research or who

and Bert Goldman.

Michaels, Darren Millar, Ed Miller, Norman

Sellmeyer, Mike Shane, Ellyn Sheffield, Fred

were quoted briefly.

As well, Bob Gonsett, Don Gonyea, Arthur
Graf, Lyssa Graham, David Graupner, Bobby

Miller, Randal Miller, Jack Mindy, Steve

Shetler, Paul Shinn, Paul Shulins, Laverne

Minshall, Grady Moates, Frank Montero, Ed
Montgomery, Dave Morgan, Chip Morgan,
David Morrison, Brett Moss and Greg Muir.

Siemens, Phil Simon, Tim Singleton, Steve Sisk,
Richard Skeie, Terry Skelton, Ken Sleeman.

everyone who makes our outstanding editorial
content possible. Allow me, as the year draws to

Thank you, all, for helping to make Radio
World possible.

Gray, Mark Greenhouse, Sandy Griffin, Frank
Grundstein, Tim Guentz, Josh Hadden, Marty

My thanks to Bill Agresta, Gregory Ahlfeld,
Cris Alexander, Leon Amstutz, Maurice
Anderson, Tom Andrews, Jerry Arnold, Allan
Augustyn, David Barner, Bruce Bartlett, Mark

F
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Zethmayr, these folks

made possible the editorial content of

George Beasley. Gary Begin, Ernie Belanger,
Rick Bell, James Bellaire, Angelo Bello, Jon
Bennett., William Bennett, Larry Berger, Oliver

Spaulding, Bob Spence, Joe Stack, Vernon
Too, Ryan Ste,elberg, K. Dean Stephens,
Leslie Stimson, Randy Stine, John Stortz, Robert

World Engineering Extra in 2005.

Also John Bisset, Christopher Blackburn,
Jorge Blanco-Galdo, Gary Blau, Barry Blesser,

Solomon, Alvin Sookoo, Dean Sorenson,
Gabriel Sosa Plata, Jim Southwick, John
Stanfill, Jim Stanley and Mike Starling.

the 32 issues of Radio World and Radio

Berliner, Ralph Bernard and Clarence Beverage.

Daniel Slentz, Lamar Smith, Jeff Smith, Lamar
Smith, Milford Smith, Mark Smith, Jeffrey
Smith, Peter Smyth, Gary Snow, David

rom Agresta

Battersby, Fred Baumgartner, Frank Beacham,

Paul J. McLane

Stout, J.D. Strahler, Bob Stroupe, Eric Suitter,
Steve Sullivan, Dave Supplee, Bob Surette, Craig

Laurie Bonnici, Keith Bowman, Wes Boyd, Tom
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Automakers Need HD-R Incentives
Bringing 1130C Digital Radio Receivers
To Market Takes Promotion, Trades
by Dave Wilson
The author is director, technology and
standards for the Consumer Electronics
Association.
The addition of IBOC digital radio may
dramatically increase radio broadcasters'
revenue, particularly if it ultimately doubles or triples the number of program
offerings from FM broadcasters. For the
consumer electronics industry, however,
IBOC digital radio offers only modest
opportunities for growth.

0

sumer electronics industry generally perceives IBOC digital radio to offer only
modest opportunities for growth.
Broadcasters who already understand this
also understand how critical it is for them
to take aleadership role in getting receivers
into the hands of consumers.
To accomplish this, products have to be
offered at prices people are willing to pay.
IBOC is acomplicated and expensive technology to implement in areceiver. As with
most new technologies it is anticipated that,
if it is successful, manufacturing costs will
shrink over time. But how much time?

nce CE retailers and auto dealers see
consumer demand they will place

factory orders, which will increase
production volumes and drive down prices.

Why? Because revenue from AM/FM
radio receivers is only atiny fraction of the
total revenue for all consumer electronics
products.
Why is this significant? Because it illustrates the relative importance of IBOC digital radio to broadcasters and receiver manufacturers, and suggests that broadcasters
need to take the lead in driving consumer
demand for IBOC digital radio receivers.
For many radio broadcasters, IBOC digital radio's success is critical. They face
competitive threats from many new digital
media sources. Satellite radio offers consumers an alternative source of live programming in the car. Portable devices like
Apple's iPod are making it much easier for
consumers to, in essence, program their
own private radio stations.
For radio broadcasters to compete effectively in the future they need new technology. The ability to add new audio streams, to
have song title, artist and other program
information displayed on the receiver, and
to have receivers that can do new things
such as display weather or traffic maps, or
store and replay programming are critical to
radio's continued success in aworld where
satellite receivers and other devices already
provide these features.
Big growth vs. modest growth
Converting to adigital transmission
method is critical to radio's future, and it
offers broadcasters tremendous opportunities for growth. However, the opportunities
for growth offered to the receiver industry
are much more limited.
According to CEA research, factory
shipments of AM/FM receivers for the U.S.
market are expected to total $408 million
this year. That's anice number, but it pales
in comparison to the $ 123 billion in total
factory shipments of all consumer electronics products.
Radio receiver shipments account for
less than half of 1percent of total industry
shipments. This is acritical point.
While individual companies have their
own parochial views of IBOC digital radio,
broadcasters, and particularly FM broadcasters, generally perceive this technology
as agreat tool for growth, while the con-

Eureka-47 digital radio broadcasting
was standardized in 1994 and the retail
price of those receivers has been slow to
decline. According to the World DAB
Forum's "Digital Radio Product Guide," as
of September 2005 Eureka 147 clock
radios range in price from $84 to $ 392
(U.S. dollars), with an average price of
$180.
There are consumers in the United
States who will spend $ 180 on aclock
radio, but most will not. In fact, even $84
for aclock radio is ahard sell with most
people.
XM and Sirius receivers are widely
available at affordable prices even though
those services are relatively young. This is
because XM and Sirius have been subsidizing the cost of their receivers, acommon
practice when new broadcast services are
introduced. DirecTV used this strategy to
get its receivers widely deployed. Dish
Network did the same.
Promotion, promotion, promotion
If radio broadcasters want IBOC digital radio to be successful they need to do
more than simply run some spots on the
air promoting it. In these early years of
the rollout they need to grow the market
for IBOC receivers by demonstrating to
consumer electronics retailers and auto
dealers that there is strong consumer
demand for this new technology.
Once CE retailers and auto dealers see
consumer demand they will place factory
orders, which will increase production
volumes and drive down prices.
The first step in generating consumer
demand is to help make receivers affordable for amajority of consumers. In cases
where receiver designs are specific to a
single service provider, such as with
satellite radio and TV, the obvious way
for the service provider to do this is to
subsidize the cost of the receiver by
working directly with manufacturers
and/or retailers.
However, in the case of radio broadcasting things are not so simple. There
are thousands of service providers, many
of whom do not have the kind of money
it would take to get a large consumer

electronics company interested in producing aline of receivers. So what can
the radio broadcasting industry do? It can
play within its comfort zones and put its
strengths to use.
Radio broadcasters are very good at alot
of things, and four of them are: promotions,
live remotes, traffic reports and running ad
campaigns for car dealers.
Here are several ideas for how broadcasters might go about using these strengths to
get affordable receivers into the hands of
consumers. They are by no means the only
options.
#1 Demonstrate 180C Digital Radio
Demand to Car Dealers and CE Retailers:
For IBOC digital radio to be successful, car
makers such as GM, Ford, Honda etc. need
to see that they can improve sales if IBOC
digital radios are in their vehicles, and consumer electronics retailers need to see that
they can increase sales if they carry IBOC
digital radio products. Here's asuggestion
for how FM broadcasters might make this
happen.
•Air programming that will be an attractive feature for drivers on at least one supplemental channel. This will help sell cars
with in-dash IBOC digital radio. Non-stop
traffic and weather reports would be an
obvious choice, though the programming
doesn't have to include traffic and could be
virtually anything. The programming needs
to be on asupplemental channel so listeners

Dave Wilson
will have to get IBOC digital radios to
receive it.
•Pay cash or ad trade with consumer
electronics retailers for aportion of the cost
of alot of IBOC digital radio receivers, so
that the radios can be offered to the public at
adiscount. The receivers should not be free,
however, so the consumer will have to go to
the retailer and purchase the unit, demonstrating to the retailer that there is ademand
so the retailer will want to capitalize on it.
An important goal is to get the retailer to
order more products and begin promoting
IBOC on its own.
See RECEIVERS, page 7
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LPFM
Continued from page 1

and encourage growth."
The LPFM service was launched Jan.
20, 2000. It turns six next month.
'Opportunities'
An FCC spokeswoman said the agency is
pleased with the progress of the service.
"LPFM operators are telling us how
much their communities rely on the information they are broadcasting. It has opened
awealth of local opportunities and voices
that otherwise would have ahard time being
heard," the spokeswoman said.
Former FCC Chairman Bill Kennard,
who pushed for the LPFM service, declined
to comment on the program's effectiveness.
The Media Bureau hoped to begin discussions on proposals to expand and possibly
relax LPFM rules before the end of the year.
Filed comments were due in late September.
Low-power advocates continue to push
the FCC to relax rules and launch an additional window to accept LPFM applications.
"We hope the FCC will decide to agree
with us and that LPFM stations should have
reasonable options and shouldn't just be relegated to ahandful of small towns. LPFMs
should be able to use contour overlap rules
when there are spaces between protected
contours of full-power stations that could be
used to introduce new low-power FM service," Tridish said.
Nickolaus Leggett, one of the original
petitioners for alow-power FM service in
1997, said, "LPFM has been worth the work
and effort to make it happen. There was
some disappointment for some that several
evangelical groups grabbed up so many of
the LPFMs. Ithink it just needs fine-tuning,
and there is aneed for another window of
application:'
Leggett is also one of five petitioners asking the FCC to expand the service to the AM
band, amove opposed by NAB. The broadcast association said the commission felt the
AM band already was too crowded and
interference-prone when it started the LPFM
service and that situation hasn't improved.
Manslators
As reported last spring (RW, March 16),
the potential glut of thousands of new FM
translators has LPFM supporters concerned
about future growth of the relatively new
low-power service, especially in heavily
populated areas.
LPFM advocates believe the service
should be afforded higher priority than trans-

lators; both services are treated as secondary
services by the commission. However, translators are licensed to repeat programming,
sometimes from hundreds of miles away,
while LPFMs serve only their local communities, the low-power advocates say.
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"The translator (filing) window has had an
enormous impact for those who would like
to start a low-power station in the future
and for those who applied but were denied.
The congressional imposition of thirdadjacent protection requirements for

Studios for WRFU(LP) are in the Urbana Post Office; mailboxes can be
seen through the window. Volunteer Andrew O'Baoill is at the board.
Proponents want the FCC to give LPFM
stations primary status and give them precedence over translator applications.
Opponents note that translator applications are pending while no open "windows"
to file more LPFM applications are on tap.
To give LPFMs priority over translators
would be unfair, they feel.
The agency needs to address the translator issue, Leggett said, because of the natural
conflict between the two secondary services.
Teanslators vs. LPFMs
"LPFM, broadcast local content to alocal
audience. (LPFM) was intended as an outlet
for the little guy, as avoice of local democracy. Translators, are by nature, only relaying
broadcast material from outside acommunity," said Leggett, who works as apolitical
analyst.
Still to be determined is the status of
third-adjacent-channel protection for existing full-power stations. Sen. John McCain,
R-Ariz., earlier this year re-introduced abill
that would drop the protections and open up
more opportunities for LPFMs. The NAB,
NPR and several large radio groups continue
to argue against such amove, saying tighter
slots would create harmful interference.
In 2003, the commission fielded nearly
11,000 FM translator applications. The FCC
has issued nearly 3,400 CPs for FM translators. Approximately 7,000 applications are
pending, according to FCC data.
According to its comment filing to the
FCC, the Prometheus Radio Project stated,

LPFM stations, along with the unfortunate
timing of the 2003 translator window, has
utterly decimated the opportunities for
LPFM stations in the areas with the highest demand."
The vast majority of Prometheus' clients
have been pleased with their results since
putting their LPFMs on the air, Tridish said,
while few stations have failed.
How does Prometheus measure accomplishments?
An LPFM's success, he said, "depends on
the organization, what they do with their signals and their fundraising and volunteer
efforts. It definitely has been aresounding
success when it comes to serving the public
interest in rural areas."
Most LPFMs faced a variety of challenges getting on the air, from financing and
construction, to programming and promotion, said Sakura Saunders, avolunteer at the
low- power radio station KDRT(LP) in
Davis, Calif., which has been on the air since
early 2004.
"Starting from scratch, everything has
been achallenge. Building the studio, building and maintaining aWeb site, fundraising
and training volunteers, all takes a lot of
time!' Sanders said. "Then you have to get
people to take you seriously!'
Saunders said KDRT, which has its own
underwriting director, purchased new transmission equipment, but saved some money
by buying used studio equipment during
startup.
Saunders believes local content, possibly

combined in some way with the Internet,
will fuel future growth of her station and
others like it.
"With the Internet such awidely used
venue for dissemination, Ifeel that LPFM's
strength is to first utilize the Internet to find
interesting content to project to its own community, then to produce local content for the
LPFM and the Internet," Sanders said.
Marc Jones, manager of broadcast operations for the Maryland Transit Authority,
which holds the license for WMVK(LP) in
Perryville. Md., said the response of listeners
to his station's mix of transit information and
music has been positive.
"We provide atransit information service
for commuters using the MARC Train and
bus service and work in Baltimore and
Washington, D.C. It provides acritical
source of information that directly impacts
the comfort of the commuters," Jones said.
Transit station
The MTA is interested in growing its
LPFM efforts, Jones said, which would
enable the state agency to form aquasi-network of stations broadcasting transit information.
When the MTA or other applicants might
be able to apply for additional LPFMs is
hard to determine. It remains unclear if the
FCC is getting closer to settling the question
of how many LPFM frequencies will be
available if the third-adjacent protections are
dropped, said observers. The agency would
need approval from Congress to research
how many more LPFM slots would open.
Dennis Wharton, NAB senior vice president for corporate communications, said,
"The NAB position has not changed. We are
still concerned that eliminating the protections will be arecipe for interference for
radio listeners."
The FCC has said interference fears of
large broadcasters have proved unfounded
and has urged Congress to relax separation
requirements.
"We've had very few complaints filed by
full-service FM stations (regarding interference). It appears LPFM permittees are staying ahead of some interference issues by filing modification applications to get off
channels that become possible interference
problems as aresult of full-service modifications:' said the spokeswoman.
The commission has asked several
LPFMs to change frequencies as aresult of
full-power stations making changes that
cause overlaps in contours, she said.
Do you work at an LPFM? Has your
broadcast market been affected by one?
Share your experiences at radioworlde
imaspub.com.
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Receivers
Coma-wed from page 5

•Do some remote broadcasts for as
many car dealers as possible in exchange
for the dealers offering free installation of
IBOC digital radios purchased from CE
retailers. It's important that this free installation be performed at the car dealer and not
at the CE retailer so the dealer can see the
demand for IBOC digital radio. An important goal is to get the car dealer to see the
demand and then ask the auto manufacturer
to start shipping cars with IBOC digital
radio. An added selling point for the car
dealer would be the non-stop driver-oriented
programming that consumers can get for
free, but only if they have IBOC digital
radios in their cars. Perhaps the car dealer
would even sponsor these broadcasts.

What these vehicles lack, however, is
an easy way to attach an aftermarket
product to the network and have it work
properly. Addressing this problem is the
CE industry's goal.

7

tuner and allow it to be controlled from
the console that came with the car.
Carmakers have generally resisted this,
preferring instead for consumers to
come back to them to purchase a new

R

adio receiver shipments account
for less than half of 1 percent

of total industry shipments.

CE manufacturers would like it to be
possible to plug an aftermarket IBOC
digital radio tuner into a vehicle's
MOST network and have the OEM
receiver in the vehicle recognize the

radio, or even better, anew vehicle.
The tide has shifted some in the past
year or so as carmakers have been
inundated with requests for iPodfriendly vehicles. Some automakers are

If aCE retailer will ad trade to discount
the retail cost of the receivers, this entire
promotion could be done without any cash.
Broadcasters opposed to ad trading, or that
can't find aretailer willing to do it, can dedicate some money from their marketing and
promotions budgets to subsidize the cost of
the receivers for consumers.

now making it easier for consumers to
plug their iPods and similar devices
into the vehicle and control them from
the console.
Broadcasters can help their own cause
by creating consumer demand for aftermarket-friendly vehicles that can accept
IBOC digital radio aftermarket tuners.
IBOC digital radio offers tremendous
opportunities for broadcasters, and more
modest opportunities for receiver manufacturers. For the rollout to be a success
everyone needs to work together, but
broadcasters need to take the lead
because their opportunities for growth
with this exciting new technology dwarf
the opportunities for the consumer electronics industry, and thus broadcasters'
stake in this effort is much higher.
Reach the author at dwilson@ce.org.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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#2 Web Store: Set up aWeb store and
sell receivers directly to listeners. Sirius
does this. XM does this. AM/FM broadcasters should do it, too. Broadcasters don't
need to worry about helping listeners find
places to purchase receivers if listeners can
get them directly from their favorite stations.
One of the big advantages of being
directly involved in the sale of receivers for
broadcasters is that they get to hear consumer objections first hand, and perhaps
adjust their marketing and on-air product to
address those concerns.
#3 Promote Aftermarket-Friendly
Vehicles: In-vehicle listening is ahuge part
of the radio broadcasting business model.
However, over the past decade it has
become harder and harder for consumers to
replace the radios that come with their vehicles with new ones purchased from CE
retailers.
This has not presented much of aproblem for the radio broadcasting industry
because all of the radios that come with new
vehicles include AM/FM tuners. However,
for companies trying to get new products
into vehicles it has been abig problem.
These companies have been forced to produce cassette adapters and FM modulators
to make it possible for consumers to use
their products in the car, and while these can
perform well, they are an added reason for
consumers to stay away from the product.
To address this problem, the CE industry
has been working on astandard that would
enable aftermarket products to be plugged
into acommon communications network
used in vehicles. This network, called the
Media Oriented Systems Transport network, enables many of the signals within
the vehicle to be carried over acommon
cable.
One cable carries all
A single cable can carry signals that
monitor and control the vehicle's performance, serve as the link between the various components of the vehicle's audio
systern, and send DVD video to adisplay
screen in the hack seat. There are many
cars on the market today that include a
MOST network, and the radios in these
cars are attached to this network.

IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE ACTION...

LIVE, FROM
IRAQ

Matrix Portable:
Delivering the sound of holiday cheer to listeners around
the world is as simple as pressing a button Only the
advanced Comrex Matrix POTS codec delivers the highest quality audio and superior connection reliability over
standard wired, and GSM wireless phone connections,
and satellite terminals. Our road- proven design and construction, plus ease of operation and real-world features,
make Matrix your best choice for all your POTS and ISDN
remotes. The results? Your listeners become the most
generous people on the face of the planet.

Armed with little more than two microphones and aMatrix,
Ted Leitner of XPRS, The Mighty 1090, broadcast his radio
talk show LIVE during morning drive from the Al Asad Marine Base in Iraq. Leitner is facilitating on-air live communication between troops and their families back home in San
Diego, as well as bringing along special guests from the San
Diego sports world, including several of the San Diego Charger Girls. " Keeping the spirits of our armed forces up is what
its all about," said Ted, " Nothing beats bringing alittle piece
of home to our troops stationed abroad. Thanks, Comrex!"

Matrix Rack:
Sure all the action is in the field, but agreat remote needs a
great home base. And there's nothing better than the Matrix
Rack. It's compatible via POTS and ISDN with ALL Comrex
codecs as well as those from nearly everyone else. Perfect
for receiving those coils from the field. Make the Matrix Rack
the center of communications for ALL your remotes.
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We Love That ' Mr. Clean Attitude'
The large heatsink surface area on solidstate modules must be kept clean to conduct
heat efficiently. Allow alayer of dust and
Aren't solid-state transmitters great? You
dirt to accumulate, and the cooling efficienjust plug them in, and forget about them!
cy drops. Permit too much dirt to accumuToo often that's what happens, unfortulate, and you may lose the solid-state
nately; and this "out-of-sight, out-of-mind"
devices in amodule.
attitude eventually will cost you. Dirty air is
While you're cleaning, check the filter on
no friend of the broadcast engineer and it
the back of your exciter or IPA drawer.
can have adramatic impact on the operation
Keep in mind that if this small fan dies,
of solid-state transmitters.
It's not enough to clean or replace air fil- you'll probably lose the exciter.
by John Bisset

Fig. 1: A sparkling clean heat sink is ahappy sight.
ters. At least once ayear, more often in dirty
environments, the RF modules should be
removed and their heatsinks cleaned. The
easiest method is with acan of clean, compressed air and adamp rag. Avoid air from
an air compressor, which contain oil
droplets. The suction end of avacuum can
also be useful.
Of course, if you use the compressed air
canister, do the cleaning outside the transmitter building; no sense in dirtying other
equipment by performing the task inside.

of the dirt.
Ispoke recently at the Ohio Association
of Broadcasters. One of the attendees pointed out that most cleaning alcohol that you
get at adrug store can be up to 30 percent
water. A pharmacy or medical supply store
can supply 93 percent, or higher, concentrations. The higher concentration boosts
cleaning power and reduces the time for
water to evaporate.
Before leaving the supply store, pick up a

Fig. 2: Dirty fans reduce cooling efficiency.

So do you have aspare on the shelf?
Replacements can be found from Granger
or the exciter manufacturer.
If you're lucky enough to switch to a
backup, and can really clean everything,
turn the exciter off, remove the exciter filter
and inspect the fan blades. Blades caked
with dust and dirt reduce blower efficiency;
the drag on the fan motor will expedite failure, as seen in Fig. 2.
Do agood cleaning of the blades with
rags soaked in isopropyl alcohol to take care

* * *
Remote season is slowing down. This is
agood time to perform preventive maintenance on your remote gear.
Inspect and repair any nicked or cut
cables and broken connectors. If your
microphone or speaker cables or snakes
have been plastered to the ground with duct
tape, the sticky residue can be removed by
coating aclean cloth with 3-in- 1oil. Wrap
the cloth around the cable, hold the cable
taut and run the cloth up and down the cable
several times. The penetrating oil will dissolve the sticky mess, and it will come off in

Fig. 3: Mark high-efficiency filters with the date.

box of unsterilized cotton tipped applicators. They're cheaper than the sterilized version. The cotton is wrapped on 9- inch
wooden sticks, making for asturdy cleaning
tool, especially when trying to clean dirt out
of the bottom of tube sockets.
If you replace your air filters with the
pleated, high-efficiency type, write the date
on the side. Track your filter usage. It helps
you budget, and the date is a good
reminder of just how long the filter has
been in service.

the cloth. Remove any oil residue with a
clean cloth, coil the cable and store.
You can color-code the cable ends using
colored electrical tape. Any electrical supply shop will have various colored electrical
tapes. Invest in afew of the Velcro (or other
brand of hook-and-fastener-type) cable ties,
which will keep cables coiled and easy to
identify. An engineer showed me how he
wrote the cable length on each end of the
XLR connectors, then used colors to also
See TAPE, page 10

Simple or Interactive ROS I- your choice!
Inovonics offers three ways to hop aboard the RDS bandwagon
Our 702 " Mini Encoder" gives you abig RDS presence with
minimum investment. Display your call or ' street name,' or even
scroll your ID/promo message across the radio faceplate. Send
all the important RDS housekeeping info, plus independent
RadioText messaging for phone numbers or ads. The702 features
aWindows interface and easy USB connectivity.

Model 702 - $ 420

The 712 and 713 are full-featured encoders that connect with station
automation to scroll song and artist info, weather, promos and ads on RDS
radio faceplates. Both units feature our unique safe- scrolling mode, and the 713
has full TCP/IP network connectivity. In addition to dynamic, ' scrolling PS,' an
independent RadioText register simultaneously sends fixed messages, such as
station slogans, ads and contest numbers.

Model 712 - $ 1250

Model 713 - $ 1690
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Multicasting.
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It's Ilk° trying to fit
vvoll, you know.

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a
terrific idea — until you consider just how little bandwidth
each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)
survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUSTM restores the fullness
and

depth

that

bit-reduction

steals.

Our

DSP

gurus

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who
introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together,
they developed aunique suite of tools to pre-condition audio
for HD RadioTM multicasting.

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and
reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit-reduced channels ( like
Omnia Multicast with SENSUS codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look-ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit-reduced streams.

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running
SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast
delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs
your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the
top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other
processor brands.

Multicast like you mean it... with Omnia Multicast.
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OmniaAudio.com
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Tape
Continued from page 8

identify the lengths. The few minutes of
effort made digging around in acable box
searching for acable easier.

remote gear will be enjoying awinter slumber, remove batteries and buy afresh box
when your remote season begins.
It won't hurt to spend afew minutes
inside your Marti gear, too. Jeff Twilley,
director of engineering for Delmarva
Broadcasting, has found the biggest cause
of Marti failure is dirty connections with the

Fig. 5: Note plug orientation when removing plugs for cleaning

Fig 4: Use colored electrical tape to identify cables
Don't forget afresh box of 9V batteries
and acouple of Sharpie or similar brand of
markers to date the batteries if you plan to
use the equipment over the winter. If your

Molex connectors on each board. Typical
connectors are shown in Fig. 5.
Jeff suggests that before you remove
these plugs, note the orientation so the plug

WHO'S BUYING

Tuner Cards
et,,„

WHAT

Who's Buying What news is provided by suppliers and users. Write to
radioworldeimaspub.com.

THE TECHNOLOGY YOU NEED TODAY. AND TOMORROW. AudioScience's
expanding line of professional audio solutions gives broadcasters the
tools they need to stay ahead. Tuner Cards to monitor and log content on
8audio channels at once. CobraNet Cards and Interfaces to stream audio
over Ethernet and route connections from your PC. Soundcards that are
Built for Broadcast — with innovations like MRX Multi- Rate Mixing and
Soundguard transient voltage supression. To get ahead, and stay ahead,
choose AudioScience. Learn more by calling + 1-302-324-5333 or visit
www.audioscience.com.
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gets back onto the same pins. It's easy, in a everything is working properly before
storing the equipment for the season.
rush, to get off by one pin, and you don't
need those headaches.
A little bit of preventive maintenance now
Remove all the Molex plugs and treat the
will pay off with snag-free remotes in spring.
pins to aspritz of contact cleaner, or better
John Bisset has worked as achief engiyet, Caig Labs DeoxIT. Gently swab the
neer and contract engineer for more than
pins to apply a thin film of this
30 years. He is the northeast regional sales
cleaner/preservative. Work the Molex plug
manager for Broadcast Electronics. Reach
back and forth over the pins to clean the
him at ( 571) 217-9386, or jbissete
contacts inside the plastic plug.
bdcast.com. Faxed submissions can be
Again, make sure the plug is properly
sent to (603) 472-4944. Submissions for
inserted onto the pins. Fire up the rig
this column are encouraged, and qualify
before replacing the top, just to make sure for SBE recertification credit.
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dMarc said New Northwest Broadcasters would purchase Scott SS32 Digital
Automation Systems for deployment across its group of 37 stations; the first installations
are underway. Ray Edwards, shown, is New Northwest vice president of programming. ...
Dalet Digital Media Systems said apublic broadcaster for Wales chose DaletPlus
Media Library to manage media and programs for its broadcast operations. S4C airs programs in Welsh and English. Andy Palmer is head of technical operations for the broadcaster. It has15 DaletPlus Media Cutter editing workstations. ...
The Ehnac division of CPI said it is delivering 4CX20,000E tetrodes to Continental
Electronics for use in 816HD transmitters. The transmitters broadcast FM analog and digital IBOC signals without acombiner or antenna modifications. ...
Separately, Continental said it is ahead of schedule in
delivering 132 ultra-low-noise transmitters to U.S. government contractor BAE Systems for use in the HighFrequency Active Auroral Research Program near
Gakona, Alaska.
"When the massive planar array for ionospheric
research is completed in 2007, it will include atotal of
180 Continental Electronics D616G 10-kW combined
transmitters, which the company is upgrading specifically
Ray Edwards of
for HAARP," the supplier stated.
New
Northwest
The installation began in 1993 with 18 transmitters,
grew to 48 in 1998 and is being expanded to atotal of 180 transmitters. The final expansion will bring the HAARP array to full power, with ERP increasing from 84 dBW to
about 96 dBW. Continental, which has acontract to supply six transmitters per month,
stated that the system "will have greater transmitter modulation capability, variable frequency range and beam steering than any other high-frequency transmitting system in
the world."
According to the manufacturer, the government is constructing the facility to conduct
upper-atmospheric and solar-terrestrial research via aphased array transmitter. The goal
is to learn more about the ionosphere. ...
Wheatstone announced the sale of its first networked Audioarts system in North
America. The three stations of NL Broadcasting Group in Kamloops, British Columbia
are the first installation site of the networked audio system, based on the AE-NET router.
The order includes six D-75 consoles, three to be used on-air and three in postproduction.
Dave Coulter is chief engineer of the facility. ...
Dielectric Communications said Radio One in Philadelphia installed anew antenna
system at WRNB(FM). Dielectric provided adirectional, top-mount single-bay antenna,
transmission lines and acustom beacon assembly. The station incorporated the antenna
onto the spire of the city's tallest building, One Liberty Place, without exceeding current
height limitations. Mike DePolo is chief engineer for the market. Installation assistance
was from Don Train of Train's Towers and Radio One VP of Engineering John
Mathews. Mark Humphrey consulted.
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Different Strokes for Different Blokes
Sometimes Trends We See Abroad Offer Hints
Of Our Domestic Future; Sometimes They Don't
by Skip Pizzi
In the United States, as in other countries, we often observe the new- media
experiences of other regions as bellwethers for what might happen at home
under similar circumstances. For example, the recent U.K. experience with
DAB frequently is referenced as predictive of how IBOC will fare here.
Interestingly, such models do not
always present an accurate picture. There
have been numerous examples where
consumer behavior (or behaviour, in this
case) in agiven region was not duplicated under essentially similar circumstances in another area.
Among the reasons for this are contextual differences, historical precedents,
varying economic preferences and
diverging priorities — any of which can
trump the new- media offering's native
parameters and present alocalized result
that may be unlike how the same technology was received elsewhere.
Some examples
Perhaps the best known of these variances is the use of Short Message
Service, or SMS, messaging. While this
system is employed widely by cellular
phone owners in Europe, it has been his-

torically less used by U.S. consumers.
Some attribute this to relatively expensive, metered ( i.e., pay-by-the-minute or
fraction) voice service on European wireless phones, whereas most U.S. cellular
users have flat- rate monthly ( or high
monthly- minute) plans, The European
tradition of not charging users for incoming calls or messages may also play a
part, along with the higher early penetration of cellular phones in some European

R

eliable predictors of universal behavior

are rarely encountered.

countries. But there may be less tangible
reasons, owing to cultural preferences
and the like.
In any case, cellular operators doing
business in both regions are aware of the
resulting differences and have adapted
their respective regional services and
marketing support accordingly.
Another interesting case is interactive
television. While it has not been hugely
successful anywhere, it has garnered far
more interest in some European markets
than in the U.S., and this deviation has

"CAN YOU BELIEVE IT?"
— Joe Castiglione on WEE! Boston announcing the Red
Sox's first World Series Championship since 1918.
October 27, 2004

THIS ECSTATIC MOMENT IN RADIO HISTORY

is brought to you by Dielectric
where our talent and experience
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and respect for the power of radio.
You can't predict when the next historic moment is
going to happen at your station, but you can depend
on Dielectric to help deliver it to your listeners
the instant it does.

NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF RADIOTM

Dielectric
1- 866- DIELECTRIC
www.dielectric.com

been maintained rather steadily for nearly
adecade. Here the likely driving forces
are more clearly cut and exemplify some
of the classical reasons for different
results in different regions:
First, the European deployment of PCs
and Internet connections has ( until
recently) lagged behind that of the United
States, and dial- up Internet connections
(local calls) are again generally provided
there under metered service plans. So any
service that offered Internet-like content
via free- to- air broadcasting to a TV
would be preferred for both device-penetration and economic reasons.

COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence
from Base to Beacon'

Second, the European TV market has
benefited from the now well-established
tradition of Teletext, by which ageneration of consumers became used to consulting their TV screens for the auxiliary
data carried on European analog TV
broadcasts. Teletext is used routinely to
read news headlines, weather forecasts,
sports scores, train and airline schedules
and many other published data sets in
video text form. This behavior is
unknown in the United States; adoption
of Teletext was blocked by television networks when in emerged in the 1980s, out
of fear that audiences would turn to these
screens during commercial breaks.
Thus the conditions were set by both
habit and budget for different acceptance
paths of the same technology in different
regions.
Consider also how geography and language affect media formats. The higher
latitudes and closer proximity of different
languages in Europe have worked against
direct satellite transmission there, while
the lower latitudes and large homogenous
language zones of North America have
had the opposite effect. Thus satellite
radio has become successful here, while
no similar service has emerged in
Europe.
(A contributing cultural difference is
that roughly 30 percent of U.S. radio listening takes place in cars, which is about
double that of the typical European environment.)
Same course, different speeds
A more nuanced variant of this phenomenon holds that eventually similar situations may exist in different regions, but the
rates or paths taken by these zones to their
ultimate uniformity may be divergent.
For example, SMS usage is now increasing in the U.S., and may eventually match
European usage, but it has taken many
years for this to occur. Similarly, the broadband uptake in some European countries is
now faster than that in the United States,
and Europe's earlier preference for interactive TV over the Internet is therefore fading.
Meanwhile, South Korea may be agood
model for the future of the U.S. market, as
the American broadband deployment
moves slowly toward the pinnacle of
Korean bandwidth and penetration, along
with its preference for myriad commercial
media services. But cultural differences
between the United States and many Asian

The Big Picture

by Skip Pizzi
cultures are notorious ( such as physical
density and the tolerance for long-term
viewing on small screens), and these may
dilute or wipe out any lessons for North
America from such regions.
Latest lessons
Some recent data appear to indicate that
anew divergence is taking place, and it is
one that may have some impact on radio
broadcasting's prospects here. It involves
the emerging market for music listening on
wireless telephones.
A new study by TNS, aglobal research
firm, shows that nearly one out of every five
mobile phone owners worldwide already
uses the device for music listening, with a
significant percentage preferring the platform over home hi-fi or even personal digital music players (e.g., iPods) as aprimary
music-listening system.
But the study also shows that in the
United States, only 4 percent of mobile
phone users listened to music on their
phones regularly, putting Americans dead
last among the 15 countries included. (By
comparison, South Korea responded at 26
percent, Hong Kong 23 percent and the
U.K. 19 percent to the same query.)
This could be another case of the U.S.
simply getting off to aslow start, since
music-to-phones service has just started to
launch in recent months here. But it could
also be afunction of the many other outlets
and platforms that exist here for music distribution.
IBOC vs. DAB
Ilus calk into question just how relevant
the oft-cited C.K. success with DAB is to
the prospects for IBOC in the United States.
While there is little doubt that the U.K.
experience owes much to the availability of
unduplicated content on DAB, can one
assume that offering such content on IBOC
supplemental channels will have the same
positive results here?
Consider that the U.K. radio market has
fewer radio stations, less diversity of ownership, less in-car radio listening and no
mobile satellite radio competition. DAB has
also benefited from adegree of cross-promotion across media that would be difficult
to achieve in the U.S. It could be argued that
this creates adifferent context for digital
radio's emergence there, rendering any
transfer of lessons to U.S. prospects somewhat suspect.
So while the experience of one region
may enlighten others, reliable predictors of
universal behavior are rarely encountered.
The deployment of IBOC in the United
States will likely take its own unique path,
which will in turn be observed by other
regions to help inform their future strategies
— rightly or wrongly.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.
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All talk and no action? That certainly doesn't describe any radio station we've ever seen. With
guest interviews, news and traffic feeds, live reports and listener calls to juggle, atalk studio is
one of the most active places on the planet. Seconds count, and there's no room for mistakes.

That's why we created Status Symbols') for the Telos TWOx12 Talkshow System. Instead of
flashing lights to decipher, there's easy- to- understand picture icons that give talk pros the
information they need with just a glance. What caller's next? Who's screened. and who's just
holding? With Status Symbols, you'll know instantly. And only Telos has them.

TWOx12 has lots more benefits. Like Digital Dynamic EQ, for uniform caller audio despite lessthan- perfect lines. Twin DSP-powered hybrids for quick, no- hassle conferencing. A unique Dual
Studio Mode that lets you use your 12- line phone system like dual six- line systems for extra
flexibility. And TWOx12 is the world's only talk show system that can work with either POTS or
ISDN lines to deliver exceptional caller clarity. Impressive? You'd expect no less from the
company that invented the digital broadcast hybrid.

Is TWOx12 the perfect union of word and deed? Thousands of broadcasters worldwide think so.
Why not see for yourself?
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ANALYSIS

The data protocol is aset of rules for
implementing data delivery on an IBOC
signal. It describes the structure of the information flow so transmitter makers and
receiver makers know what to expect to
make their equipment work interchangeably.
The protocol does not require someone
building adevice to incorporate all the features. The actual implementation of the protocol is up to the companies that produce

New NRSC Data Standard Unveiled
by David Maxson
In-band, on-channel digital audio broadcasting is one data pipe. The available data
rate is rationed among one or more audio
channels on the transport. Each audio
stream is slightly elastic, permitting the
transmission of alittle text with each audio
stream. But there's more!
Only the core functionality of the IBOC
system was adopted as the NRSC-5 standard in April 2005. The National Radio
Systems Committee considered it "core"
functionality because it covered the basics
for transmitting (and receiving) coded audio
over digital waveforms in the AM and FM
bands.
The committee's newly named Digital
Radio Broadcasting subcommittee deliberated on one more piece of the puzzle and
adopted it in September. The new addition
to the standard is the data transport, generically called Advanced Data Service.
The revised standard containing the core
standard plus the ADS Transport is called
NRSC-5-A.
Data protocols and services
Some background: The NRSC had been
anticipating that with the formulation of a
data transport there will be more to do in
evaluating and standardizing data protocols
and data services.
Leading up to its September meeting, the
group faced aquestion: Should its Digital
Audio Broadcasting Subcommittee be
responsible for this, or should the dormant
Digital Data Broadcasting subcommittee be
activated? The latter had been formed several years ago when many NRSC participants
thought that people specializing in data services could work in parallel with the audio
broadcasting standards process.
It has taken all this time for the black
sheep of the family, the data transport, to be

ready, so there hasn't been much for the
DDB to do. Recognizing that IBOC is one
data pipe for audio and other content and
services, and now that the hard work on the
core standard is past, the NRSC decided to
bring activity on IBOC under one roof.

protocols.
Only the parent document, NRSC-5-A,
is an NRSC document. The normative references are Ibiquity documents edited with
the input of NRSC.
The Advanced Data Service Transport

Logical Channels and Spectrum
Graphic by Broadcast Signal Lab from NRSC-5-A documents and references
Based on FM Hybrid with Extended Sidebands
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To acknowledge the importance of the
data component, the NRSC renamed its
DAB subcommittee in September. It is now
the Digital Radio Broadcasting subcommittee. Later in this article, we'll look at some
of the data issues that DRB will need to
consider.
The NRSC-5-A standard is available at
no cost on the Web site nrscstandards.org.
In addition to the relatively brief parent document of the standard, numerous "normative reference" documents contain the
detailed recipes for each layer of the IBOC

added in September is described in its own
normative reference. While NRSC calls the
transport the ADS Transport, the normative
reference document uses the Ibiquity name
for it, the Advanced Application Service
Transport.
This distinction — between the generic
NRSC name for features and the Ibiquity
name for its implementation of them — permeates the standard. For example, the
generic name for IBOC is IBOC; Ibiquity's
name for IBOC products with embedded
Ibiquity software is HD Radio.

products and services that use the protocol.
This article includes features and capabilities that some products do not employ
today.
Before delving further into the data protocol, areview of the overall structure of
IBOC is in order.
IBOC structure
Recall that the transmitted signal consists
of frames of about l-1/2 seconds' duration.
During the time for each frame, aself-conSee DATA, page 16
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On the Air at Clear Channel
In late November Clear Ciannel released a list of its 200 stations on the aim with HD Radio or : laud to be by the end of the month. The
broadcaster sa:d it is ahead of schedule in its HD Radio rollout and said it is on track to air FD digital radio broadcasts on 95 percent of
its stations ir the top 100 markets by the end of 200 6.
ask Market
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
Dallas- Ft. Wo-th
Dallas- Ft. Worth
Dallas- Ft. Worth
Dallas- Ft. Worth
Dallas- Ft. Worth
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Houston
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Boston
Boston
Boston
0 Detroit
0 Detroit
0 Detroit
0 Detroit
0 Detroit
0 Detroit
1 Atlanta
1 Atlanta
1 Atlanta
1 Atlanta
2 Miami

Call Sign
WAXQ(FMD
WHTZ(FM1
WKTU(FM)
WLTUFM)
WWPR(FM)
KHHT(FM)
KIIS(FM)
KOST(FM)
KYSR(FM)
WGRB(AM)
WNUA(FM)
WRLL(AM)
WVAZ(FM)
KI0I(FM)
KISCFM)
KKSF(FM)
KMEL(Fr
KYLD(FM
KDGE(FM
KDMX(FM
KEGL(FM
KHKS(FM
KZPS(FM
WDAS(AM
WDAS(FM
WIOQ(FM
WJJZ(FM
WSNI(FM
WUSL(FM
KKRUFM
WBIG(FM
WITH(FM
WMZQ(FM
WTEM(AM
WWDC(FM
WASH) FM
WJMN(FM ,
WXKS(AM ,
WOKS(FM)
WDTW(FM)
WJLB(FM)
WKQI(FM)
WMXD(FM)
WNIC(FM)
WDFN(AM)
WBZY(FM)
WKLS(FM)
WLTM(FM)
WWVA(Fr
WHYDFM)

Rank Market
12
Miami
12
Miami
12
Miami
14
Seattle
14
Seattle
15
Phoenix
16
Minneapolis
16
Minneapolis
16
Minneapolis
16
Minneapolis
17
San Diego
17
San Diego
19
Baltimore
19
Baltimore
19
Baltimore
20
Saint Louis
20
Saint Louis
Saint Louis
20
21
Tampa
22
Denver
22
Denver
Denver
22
22
Denver
22
Denver
23
Pittsburgh
24
Portland, OR
24
Portland, OR
24
Portland, OR
24
Portland, OR
25
Cleveland
26
Cincinnati
26
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
26
Cincinnati
26
26
Cincinnati
30
San Antonio
30
San Antonio
30
San Antonio
31
Salt Lake City
31
Salt Lake Ci:y
32
San Jose, CA
32
San Jose, CA
32
Las Vegas
Milwaukee
33
34
Providence, RI
34
Providence, RI
Columbus, OH
35
35
Columbus, OH
35
Columbus, OH
37
Charlotte, N:

Call Sign
WLVE(FM)
WMIB(FM)
WZTA(FM)
KJR(FM:
KUBE(FM)
KFYI(AM)
KFAN(AM)
KFXN(AM)
KJZI(FM)
KQQL(FM)
KGB(FM
KOGO(AM)
WCAO(AM)
WPOC(FM)
WSMJ(FM)
KATZ(FM)
KMJM(FM)
KSD(FM)
WFLA(AM)
KBCO(FM)
KHOW(AM)
KKZN(AM)
KOA(AM)
KTCL(FM)
WWSW(FM)
KEX(AM)
KKCW(F1)
KKRZ(F1)
KRVO(F1)
WAKS(F1)
WEBN(F1)
WKFS(F1)
WOFX(F1)
WSAI(A1)
WVMX(F1)
KAJA(F1)
KQXT(FM)
WOAI(A9)
KJMY(F1)
KODJ(F1)
KSJO(F9)
KUFX(F1)
KWNR(F1)
WKKV(F1)
WHJJ(A1)
WWBB(F1)
WFJX(F1)
WTPG(AM)
WTVN(kM)
WEND(FM)

Rant Market
37
Charlotte, NC
40
Morfolk, VA
40
Morfolk, VA
41
Indianapolis, IN
41
Indianapolis, IN
41
Indianapolis, IN
42
Austin, TX
42
kustin, TX
42
Austin, TX
43
Greensboro, NC
43
Greensboro, NC
45
Nashville, TN
45
Nashville, TN
47
W. Palm Beach, FL
47
W. Palm Beach, FL
48
Memphis, TN
48
Memphis, TN
48
Memphis, TN
48
Memphis, TN
48
Memphis, TN
49
Fartford, CT
49
(-artford, CT
49
Fartford, CT
49
Fartford, CT
49
Fartford, CT
50
vacksonville, FL
50
vacksonville, FL
54
Rochester, NY
54
Rochester, NY
54
Rochester, NY
54
Rochester, NY
54
Rochester, NY
55
Louisville, KY
56
Richmond, VA
56
Richmond, VA
57
Eirmingham, AL
57
Eirmingham, AL
57
Eirmingham, AL
57
Eirmingham, AL
58
Dayton, OH
58
Dayton, OH
58
Dayton, OH
58
Dayton, OH
58
Dayton, OH
61
-ucson, AZ
62
McAllen, TX
62
McAllen, TX
62
McAllen, TX
62
McAllen, TX
64
Albany, NY

tall Sign
kR=X(FM)
kKJS(FM)
WOdI(FM)
WF3Q(FM)
WMDE(AM)
WR/X(FM)
KASE(FM)
IHFI(FM)
KPEZ(FM)
WGBT(FM)
WUR(FM)
ILIC(AM)
IIINRQ(FM)
WKL(FM)
WRLX(FM)
WD1A(AM)
WEGR(FM)
WHiL(FM)
IHRK(FM)
WREC(AM)
WHa(FM)

mum

WIrSS(FM)
WPMH(FM)
WWYZ(FM)
WFIKS(FM)
IIJIBT(FM)
dPAM(AM)
P7K(AM)
JISY(FM)
JPGS(FM)
dNVE(FM)
eAS(AM)
JETJ(FM)
JRVQ(FM)
JDXB(FM)
dENN(FM)
dMJJ(FM)
inN(FM)
dIZE(AM)
ilLQT(FM)

oruum
dTUE(FM)
dXEG(FM)
KRQQ(FM)
KEFM(FM)
KI.KZ(FM)
KiXX(FM)
KIEX(FM)
d6Y(AM)

Rank Market
64
Albany, NY
Albany, NY
64
65
Tulsa, OK
Tulsa, OK
65
65
Tulsa, OK
66
Grand Rapids, MI
Grand Rapids, MI
66
66
Grand Rapids, MI
71
Albuquerque, NM
71
Albuquerque, NM
Albuquerque, NM
71
71
Albuquerque, NM
71
Albuquerque, NM
74
Omaha, NE
74
Omaha, NE
Omaha, NE
74
76
El Paso, TX
76
El Paso, TX
79
Harrisburg, PA
80
Syracuse, NY
80
Syracuse, NY
81
Springfield, MA
81
Springfield, MA
Greenville, SC
84
84
Greenville, SC
85
Little Rock, AR
85
Little Rock, AR
Little Rock, AR
85
85
Little Rock, AR
90
Columbia, SC
90
Columbia, SC
90
Columbia, SC
92
Des Moines, IA
92
Des Moines, IA
95
Colo. Springs, CO
Colo. Springs, CO
95
95
Colo. Springs, CO
96
Wichita, KS
96
Wichita, KS
96
Wichita, KS
Madison, WI
97
97
Madison, WI
110 Worcester, MA
110 Worcester, MA
119 Huntsville, AL
119 Huntsville, AL
119 Huntsville, AL
171 Anchorage, AK
171 Anchorage, AK

Call Sign
WHRL(FM)
WPYX(FM)
KIZS(FM)
KQLL(FM)
KTBT(FM)
WBCT(FM)
WSNX(FM)
WVTI(FM)
KBQI(FM)
KPEK(FM)
KSYUCFM)
KTEG(FM)
KZRR(FM)
KFAB(AM)
KGOR(FM)
KHUS(FM)
KHEY(FM)
KTSM(FM)
WRVV(FM)
WBBS(FM)
WWHT(FM)
WHYN(FM)
WPKX(FM)
WBZT(FM)
WSSUFM)
KDJE(FM)
KHKN(FM)
KMSX(FM)
KSSN(FM)
WCOS(AM)
ILTY(FM)
WXBT(FM)
KMXD(FM)
WHO(AM)
KIBT(FM)
KKLI(FM)
KVUW(FM)
KRBB(FM)
KTHR(FM)
KZSN(FM)
WIBA(FM)
WMAD(FM)
WSRS(FM)
WTAG(AM)
WDRUFM)
WTAK(FM)
WLAY(FM)
KENI(AM)
KGOT(FM)
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Data
Continued from page 14

tamed chunk of data is transmitted. It contains afully interleaved and error-protected
package. Within the package are several elements.
First, the 1- 112-second package is divided into "logical channels." Each logical
channel is agroup of data bits that is configured with its own error protection and interleaving.
For the rest of this discussion, the FM
hybrid mode will be used as the example.
The primary main digital sidebands ("PM")
carry two logical channels. One is the
Primary IBOC Data Service ("PIDS"),
which carries basic information about the
station (call sign, FCC facility ID number,
etc — see sidebar). The other logical channel on the PM sidebands is "Pl." It carries
all the audio and data content that can fit on
the PM sidebands. (See the illustration titled
"Logical Channels and Spectrum?')
If primary extended digital sidebands are
added ("PX"), they squeeze digital information closer to the analog carrier. Logical
channel "P3" is carried on the PX spectrum.
When logical channel P1 or P3 is decoded, it reveals up to three classes of information being carried simultaneously. Each
frame in the logical channel is partitioned
into audio, opportunistic data and/or fixed
data. (See the graphic "How IBOC Merges
Audio and Data.")
In one configuration, the audio occupies
the entire capacity of the logical channel,
leaving no room for reserving fixed space
for data service; in another configuration,
the protocol permits the audio bandwidth to
be set lower to create fixed space for data. In
the audio portion of the logical channel, the
protocol permits one or more supplemental
audio programs to be carried with the main
audio program.
For instance, the standard says about 98
kilobits per second of useful information
can be transmitted over logical channel Pl.
The protocol permits audio to be assigned
the entire information rate for delivering the
Main Program audio Service ("MPS") and
any Supplemental Program Services
("SPS," a.k.a. "multicasting").
Some basic text information is transmit-

porarily available in aframe. This is called
"opportunistic" data capacity. The ADS
Transport also applies to the opportunistic
data space in the frame.
Logical channel P3, which is carried on
the primary extended digital signal, can

ted with each audio program channel, such
as artist and title. This is called Main ( or
Supplemental) Program Service Data
("MPSD" or " SPSD"). These data are
embedded within the audio data stream and
are not considered part of the Advanced

adding areading service is to assign it to
primary extended spectrum as if the PX
spectrum were like asubcarrier; the subscriber gets afixed amount of bandwidth
and is assigned to aspecific part of the spectrum (in this case alogical channel on PX

How IBOC Merges Audio and Data
Graph u by Broadcast Signal Lab from NRSC-5-A documents and references
Based on FM Hybrid with Extended Sidebands
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Data Service. However, they use the same
transport structure as ADS.
In addition to allowing an IBOC transmission on PI to be entirely audio services,
the protocol permits the audio portion of the
logical channel to have apreset capacity,
leaving adesired amount of space for ADS
data. The space reserved for ADS is called
"fixed."
In addition to the fixed space, the protocol permits the system to be configured to
take advantage of the varying demands on
the audio codee(s). When the codee is not
being challenged by the audio content, for
instance with silence or simple audio waveforms, there could be additional space tem-

Control Solutions

Model RFC- 1 / 13 Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Model RAK-1Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface
• internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis
• accessory package for RFC- 1/8

« Sine Systems
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www.sinesystems.com

have auseful information rate of about 12,
25 or 50 kbps, depending on the user-selected bandwidth of the extended sidebands.
The information carried on the PX sidebands is likely to be alittle more error-prone
(a little less "robust") than that on the PM
sidebands.
To adapt to the lower robustness, the protocol permits ahigher degree of error correction and interleaving to be applied to data
carried on the PX sidebands. At the expense
of some additional bandwidth and/or latency, the system implementer can beef up the
robustness of an ADS data stream or permit
auser or service provider to do the same.
ADS transport
Summarizing, the ADS transport is
designed to use fixed and opportunistic data
capacity on any logical channel. In addition,
opportunistic data resulting from temporarily unused audio bandwidth can also carry
an ADS transport stream.
To manage quality of service ("QoS"),
future data management products may manage the robustness of each ADS transport
stream. While the data on each ADS transport is chopped up to fit in each 1- 1/2-second IBOC frame, each ADS transport
stream is designed to be reassembled as a
data stream at the receiver much like adata
stream coming off amodem.
To further manage QoS, Impulse Radio
(a member of the NRSC and one of several
companies involved in the data aspects of
HD Radio) has always advocated that adata
service should be able to be sent on any
available ADS transport stream that meets
the quality requirements of the service.
What does this mean? It means that broadcasters must avoid the "subcarrier mentality" when thinking about data transport on
IBOC.
For example, aclosed circuit service,
such as radio reading services, could be
accommodated on IBOC in one of two
basic ways. The simplest way to visualize

Up to 50 kbps effective bandwidth

signal

spectrum). This treats the PX spectrum as
merely atraditional subcarrier.
Say areading service requires agiven
amount of bandwidth around the clock. The
temptation would be to simply assign aspecific ADS transport stream to the task. If
that were on the PX spectrum (logical channel P3), it would be stuck there.
However, if the broadcaster could assign
the reading service aset of QoS parameters
and the ADS transport manager were smart
enough, the service could be managed
based on varying demands of other services
being offered. For instance, the QoS parameters might call for the most robust ADS
transport stream available at any time.
The reading service could occupy opportunistic or fixed bandwidth on more robustly
configured PM sidebands in logical channel
Pl. Then, as higher priority traffic occupies
space on PI, the reading service could have
its packets directed over logical channel P3.
Receiver design
The way the ADS Transport protocol is
set up permits this dynamic QoS allocation
scheme to work seamlessly. Each data packet on the ADS transport is assigned a "port"
number and apacket "sequence" number.
If the reading service took on aunique
port number, and the individual packets of
the service arrive over different ADS transport streams as available, the receiver
designer could make it look for all incoming
data packets assigned to aparticular port
number to reassemble them in proper
sequence and reproduce the reading service
audio stream.
A reading service receiver designer, for
instance, could make the radio seek aparticular data port rather than rely solely on logical channel P3 to find aparticular data service.
In addition to awareness of ADS
Transport stream robustness, the QoS manager would have to be aware of the latency
See DATA. page 17
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Continued from page 16

of each transport stream to be certain delivery of sequential packets is not delayed too
long. In this fashion, broadcasters would be
able to manage QoS for maximum performance and revenue on their data bandwidth.
Other data services that are not continuous streams could be queued by aQoS
manager for delivery during the right combination of conditions, including available
time, bandwidth and robustness. This QoS
model places control of the bandwidth in
the hands of each radio station. QoS management is not part of the ADS protocol, but
is enabled by its structure. How data services actually will be managed and delivered remains to be seen.

With the QoS model, rather than entering
into amulti-year lease for fixed bandwidth,
in the fashion of old analog subcarriers,
broadcasters could sell their data bandwidth
in the same manner they sell avails on their
program channels — on aspot basis. The
QoS characteristics of time of delivery, priority, quality, repetition, size of buy and
length of commitment are also characteristics of radio spot scheduling and sales.
These characteristics readily translate to
the sale of data bandwidth. Impulse Radio
has championed the idea that as people
develop useful things to do with the bandwidth, competition for, and value of, the
bandwidth should increase.
As
NPR
Chief
Technology
Officer/Vice President of Engineering
and Operations Mike Starling emphasized at the fall NAB Radio Show, it is
best to think of the hybrid FM capacity

as 150 kbps that can be partitioned for
best results. Supporting this approach,
the ADS Transport structure lends itself
to dynamic allocation of capacity based
on quality of service requirements.
Meanwhile, questions remain about how
the protocol will be managed. Who should
assign port numbers and under what rules?
Those ports carrying a variety of data
objects will have to have aprotocol for
identifying those objects. Some ports are
likely to have public functions (as opposed
to proprietary ones) for which standard
markup languages would be desirable.
Impulse Radio proposed the first markup
language for radio datacasting, XDS.
Ibiquity followed with its HDBML markup
language.
These languages intend to be to one-way
datacasting what HTML is to the World
Wide Web. White papers on the subject are
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available at www.broadcastsignallab.
comIdigital_white_papers.php3. Ibiquity's
HD Broadcast Multimedia Language is
available at Ibiquity.com.
Finally, in aworld with aplethora of digital radio broadcasting data services, it
would be helpful to have ameans for discovering what services aradio station is carrying. Protocols for receiver service discovery and for service guides have not been
standardized by NRSC.
David Maxson, afounding partner of
Broadcast Signal Lab, is writing a handbook on IBOC technology with Donald
Lockett, slated to be published by Focal
Press in 2006. He recently founded safety
sign supplier RFSigns.com.
Maxson is Broadcast Signal Lab's representative to the NRSC. This analysis is his
perspective, not reflecting the opinions of
the committee. •

Data You Can
Transmit Today
IBOC transmitters are delivered to
the station with data features that
should be set up. Broadcast engineers
should look into their configuration
menus and enter data about their stations.
•Facility ID: This is the FCC facility ID number of the station. It is on
your license. Although it does not display on most radios, it could become a
useful feature for automatically identifying stations to data services.
•Station Name ( short format): If
you have a three- or four-letter call
sign, with or without the "-FM" extension, enter it here. Translator call signs
and the low power "-LP" extensions
are not supported.
•Station Name (long format): Up to
56 alphanumeric characters can be
accommodated. Keep in mind that
radio displays may have 8-16 characters (sometimes more). Ithink it would
be agood thing if broadcasters were to
further coordinate with receiver makers on this feature to improve the consumer experience.
•Station Location: Horizontal and
vertical position of the transmitting
antenna. Altitude above mean sea level
(to nearest 16 meters). Latitude and longitude. Convert licensed value (NAD27)
to WGS-84 datum. If this is used religiously, it will encourage the development of new features and services.
•Country Code: Ithink this designation has aproblem; it calls for the oneto-three-digit ¡TU country code to represent the nationality of the radio station.
The telephone country code designator
in which the United States is I. The digit
1is also the dialing country code for
Canada and the Caribbean nations, so
this code fails as atrue national designator. In my opinion, this should have been
the ISO 3166 standard country code
("US," "CA," "MX," etc). Ihave proposed the U.S. be code 658 (decimal),
which in binary form is the joining of
two numbers representing the letters "U"
and "S." "CA" for Canada would be 64
(decimal) in my scheme.
— David Maxson

"AudioVAULT Version 9.0
is Ready To Go!"
With twenty years of engineering experience between them, Kim and Lori
know when software is ready for delivery. Heading up our AudioVAULT
test department, they put every aspect of Version 9.0 through the most
rigorous evaluation, so you're assured this version of AudioVAULT is as
reliable and robust as its predecessors. Among the more than three dozen
enhancements are dual network support for redundancy, server failover
without program interruption and more flexible station-wide play while
recording. And as is always the case with AudioVAULT, your pager is less
likely to go off at night—thanks to Kim and Lori.

Iri

Broadcast Electronics Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.
Telephone: (217) 224-9600 • Fax: (2I
7) 224-9607 • E- Mail: bdcastelxIcast.corn
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Newsletters
Continued from page 1
putting it together, dealing with postage
and coming up with the printed master,"
he said. "Getting people who have the

there's alot of labor involved. One of our .
members, WKOW(TV), graciously lets us
use its conference room to photocopy and
fold the newsletter, stamp it and apply the
mailing labels. WISC(TV) also hosts our
Web site for the electronic version. We usually have about eight pages, sometimes with
pictures and graphics."

to share information and alove of the industry on the part of the members.
Awards
The national SBE hands out annual
awards for the best chapter newsletter in
two market-size classifications, according to
Angel Bates, membership services director.

www.blogger.com, aGoogle Web site that
has agreat way to create anewsletter in a
pre-designed format. Other sources are
http:Ilopensourcecms.cotn and http:11
joomla.org."
Subscribers receive e-mails about twice
per month with news of interest to San
Diego engineers and promote meetings and
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Cnapter 24 volunteers prepare a mailing. From left:
Jim Magee, Fred Sperry Vicki Kipp and Mike Norton.
knowledge and time to write the stories is
the hard part. Most of the chief engineers
in the area work well together, since
many stations share acommunity tower."
He also said finding free time is abig
challenge.
"It's an unpaid job for all of us and

The newsletter has asmall number of
sustaining advertisers including atransmitter manufacturer and other interested suppliers.
Chapter President Jim Magee, program
manager for Avid, said the factors behind
his chapter's awards are dedication, aquest

The industry standard
reaches new heights
• 24-bit/192 kHz converters
• Hardware sample
rate converters
• 66 MHz/64-bit
PCI interface
• More powerful DSP
•Comprehensive
set of drivers:
Digigram np,
WDM DirectSound,
Wave, ASIO
• Short-length
PCI format
• Maximum input
and output level:
+ 24 dBu

Presenting the new HP series
of PCX sound cards
Digigram's PCX range of sound cards has become the de fac'_o standard
in the broadcast industry since its launch in 1989. The new HR series sets
new benchmarks for the industry and underlines Digigram's commitment
to superior audio quality, reliability, and innovation.

Irgigram
www.digigram.com - Tel + 33 ( 0)4 76 52 55 01 - sales@clugioram.com
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Gary Stigall
"Nominations are open to all chapters
and the person making the nomination is
not asked to do so in a particular ( size)
class. Once all nominations are made, chapters are divided by class based on median
membership numbers here at the national
office. This means that there won't necessarily be awinner in each class every year."
According to Bates, several criteria determine the winners.
"It's based on providing up-to-date and
relevant information about the chapter in a
graphically pleasing and editorially sound
manner," she said.
"And chapters must exercise full control
over content."
Bates estimates that at least half of SBE's
chapters produce an online or printed
newsletter.
To 'e' or not to e'
Gary Stigall is program chair and
Webmaster for SBE Chapter 36 in San
Diego; he puts out an e-newsletter. Stigall is
aself-taught engineer with adegree in journalism from the University of Oregon at
Eugene.
"I taught myself Web design and read
tutorials at www.webmonkey.com, agreat
site for learning," he said. " Ialso used

EAS
▪

Continued from page 3

both analog and digital devices — could
be a graceful way of expanding the
Primary Entry Point system and relieve
AM stations of some of their burdens
under the current system.
With this system in place for EAS.
"you can move toward getting the warnings out of the main program stream; it's
painless. You're not giving up air time
for an EAS alert."
The agency also wants input on how
EAS more effectively can reach people
with vision and hearing disabilities, as
well as those for whom English is not
their primary language.
Commissioners Michael Copps and
Jonathan Adelstein referred to Spanishspeaking residents of New Orleans who
were effectively cut off from warnings
during and after Hurricane Katrina.
"This item encourages voluntary transmission of multilingual information. 1

The Madison newsletter is a
frequent SBE award-winner.
chapter events. The chapter no longer creates a print version of the newsletter,
according to its site.
Stigall said that his biggest challenge is
getting fresh content.
"Call it apathy," he said, "But it's also
corporate rules. The big groups just don't
want to share anything. I'm hoping Ican get
people to open up a little more as Igain
their trust," he said.
The first SBE chapter, formed in
Binghamton, N.Y., does not have anewsletter.
"Our chapter was started on April 5,
1964," said Jim Pratt, current chairman.
"But we conduct monthly meetings and
keep our Web site current."
One of the newest chapters, No. 137,
covers the state of Montana. It does not
have anewsletter. Chairman Eric Hyyppa
said, " Our little chapter is still in its
infancy and we're struggling a bit with
covering a large unserved area and finding ways of getting folks involved."
What makes for an effective chapter
newsletter? E-mail your thoughts to
radioworldeimaspub.com.

•

strongly encourage all EAS participants
to provide this kind of service to viewers
and listeners," said Commissioner
Adelstein.
Comments on the Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking ( EB Docket 04296) were due 60 days after publication
in the Federal Register.
EAS move
Chairman Kevin Martin recently
announced plans to move the FCC's EAS
responsibilities out of the Enforcement
Bureau, where EAS is regulated by the
bureau's Office of Homeland Security.
As part of several steps Martin said
would help improve communications and
public safety in future disaster response,
the commission's Office of Homeland
Security will soon be elevated to bureau
status.
Asked about those plans by Radio
World, FCC officials said the timing is
under discussion. Unclear would be
staffing and how the move might affect
the agency's handling of EAS.•
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Radio Equipment Now and Then
by James G. Withers

more than one emergency trip to the
laundry for me.
Some older transmitters, both radio

door was closed, the bar ( wired directly
to the HV circuit) would mate with
matching ground contacts if the door was

Ibought asolid-state AM transmitter a
few years ago and recently was thinking
about how different it is from those I
worked on when I started in radio
decades ago. The new rig has been on the
ulticasting? The 940 invented it.
air for three years without a hiccup,
minus occasional downtime for routine
cleaning. Imarvel at how simple and reliable this all-important piece of equipment has become.
But it occurs to me that, for those who
and TV, used a simple spring- loaded
opened when the HV was active.
have grown up in Plug&Play Land, this
shorting bar as protection against acciEffective enough.
kind of reliability is not particularly
dental contact with high voltage. Held
But one night Iclosed the door after
open by an insulated pushrod when the
notable. So for the entertainment of those
doing some work inside the cabinet and
who remember the Good Old Days as
well as the edification of those who never
felt the heat and light of a roomful of
833s, here's alook at how things used to
work.

M

Computers
Banish any thought of PCs or minis.
Computers were behemoths 40 and 50
years ago.
Ilearned digital computing basics in
the Air Force on a Burroughs data
processor conceived in the early ' 50s.
This monster filled a 50- foot- by- 50foot room and used (among thousands
of other discrete components) 7,600
vacuum tubes. Thanks to its astounding
8K of magnetic drum memory and a
clock speed of 500 kHz, a reasonably
quick guy using an abacus could outcalculate it.
Maintenance procedures were simple, though: Grab a pocket full of
tubes, turn off the lights and look for
the dark spots in the row after row of
glowing filaments. In my four years in
the Air Force, Icannot remember not
replacing a tube at the beginning of a
shift.
Radio stations adopted traffic computers in the 1970s ( which were by
then much smaller; a typical Data
General mini was no larger than asmall
car). In the operations area, Shafer
Systems got into the automation business with a series of tape cart
"carousels" and reel-to-reel decks,
racked up and controlled by a "computer," which was really little more than a
sequence timer and master clock system.
Silicon memory was expensive in
those days, so the 940 Shafer simulated
chip memory by using simple shift registers that wrote data into a flip-flop
and then rewrote it every clock cycle
until it was needed.
When the power glitched, the whole
thing latched to " zeros." It was exciting
to see everything — carousels, reel-toreel decks and carts — all launch at the
same time. Multicasting? The 940
invented it.
Transmitters
Of all the technological changes that
have taken place since Istarted, improvements in transmitter technology have
been the most impressive.
The FCC used to require operators
with First Class Radiotelephone licenses
on duty at broadcast transmitters at all
times, but Ithought firefighter training
might have been as useful. High voltages
and currents, coupled with safety devices
that were only rudimentary, resulted in

the pushrod broke and dropped, unnoticed, to the floor. So, unfortunately for
me, the shorting bar stayed in its
Lightning Simulation mode. And, of
course, lightning is precisely what Igot
when Ipushed the button, along with
one of those unscheduled trips to the
laundry.
Iremember looking in amirror when
the smoke had cleared, thinking, " I've
cheated Death!"
Along the way, transmitters got
smaller and simpler to operate. Gone
are the Flash Gordon meters, dials and
lights. My AM transmitter is little bigger than alarge microwave oven and is
easier to operate, since it doesn't have
one of those impossible- to- program
digital clocks on it.
Seriously: Audio In, Coax Out and
See MEMORIES, page 20

You asked for a

•

bulletproof
console.

FUNCTIQ

SELECT

OK, maybe we're taking things abit literally. But if a Mosaic
console panel can stop abullet, we figure it should be able
to stand up to your board operators' daily abuse. The
Mosaic's extra- rugged construction, combined with some
of the most advanced control and operation features on
the market, give your station the versatility you want with
the durability you need. In short, bulletproof operation.

Mosaic

Where art meets technology

The Mosaic is ascalable, flexible control surface for the
Logitek Audio Engine, adigital router that streamlines
your installations and simplifies complex audio tasks.
We really did shoot a bullet at a Mosaic panel. The
bullet dented the panel, but it didn't puncture it. For
details on how the Logitek Mosaic bullet test was
conducted, visit www.logitekaudio.com/bullet.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 USA
713.664.4470
info@logitekaudio.com

1.800.231.5870
www.logitekaudio.com

2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
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Memories
Continued from page 19
Power On. No cooking timer or popcorn button; but other than that, pure
RadarRange.
Studio equipment
Most FM stations in the 1960s and
'70s were money-losers. True!
In a transaction Iremember in St.
Louis, a seller refused to sell their huge
AM rocker unless the purchaser would
also take the loser FM off their hands.
(Years later, Ithink the AM was gifted to
the Branch Davidians or someone; but in
the 1960s, AM was the big deal and the
FM was just a placeholder to keep the
frequency).

In any event, to make a few extra
bucks, alot of FMs signed on to transmit
Muzak on the SCA channel. Muzak was
asubscription background music service
paid for by doctors' offices and so forth.
A station would simply install several
reel-to-reel tape machines that would
churn along at 3-3/4 ips, playing endless,
usually instrumental music to make some
easy money. Burt Kaempfert was a staple.
But in order to avoid constant reel
changes, the reels were rather large, at
10-1/2 inches. The large reels, in turn,
necessitated fairly high torque from the
takeup reel motor so it could keep spooling up the tape, no matter how little, or
how much tape was left on the supply
reel.
Naturally, as things aged — and
received zero maintenance attention

(because after all, it was only the FM,
and only the SCA channel) — the takeup
torque sometimes would overpower the
ability of the capstan pinch roller to keep
ol' Burt's trumpet on key.
Iremember being in the local Piggly
Wiggly when a particularly languid
Kaempfert tune morphed into Alvin and
the Chipmunks playing kazoos, as the
tape speed ratcheted up to 500 ips or so.
Ah, the stuff of legend.
And then there were AM rockers. The
1950s and ' 60s saw the advent of the Top
40 station, which, as playlists tightened
up, quickly became the Top 25 and then,
finally, the Top 14 or 15.
CDs were a few decades from widespread use, so as the 45 RPM singles
were played and played and played, they
got abit, shall we say, "fidelity challenged." Add to the mix the typical jock,

Small processors, Big sound
From the company that brought you the DSPX,
we bring to you the Xtra and the mini.
DSPXmini

$1,700.00

• Cost effective FM only version of the DSPX

• Unbeatable value for money

• 4band DSP processing

• Supercharged DSP engine
'outruns any turbo'

• Lan & serial remote control

$3,300.00
• UK's most popular DAB processor

• Analog, Digital and MPX10's

• 4band DSP processing

• FM, DAB, HD and Net processing setups

• Lan & serial remote control

. Presets and real time clock

DSPXtra

$6,500.00

•6band DSP processor

•Analog, Digital and MPX 10's

•Integrated 'award winning' Ariane Leveler

•FM, DAB, HD and Net processing setups

•LAN, USB & Serial remote control

•Unbelievable sound

www.bwbroadcast.com

carbing up on Moon Pies while handling
the discs, and the result was awful.
Cueing was manual and consisted of
dropping the needle on the record (how
quaint, all this talk of " needles" and
"records") while the turntable was spinning. The jock would force the record
back and forth, back and forth against the
first sound groove until the record was
cued precisely for that perfect segue, then
hold the disc in place as the turntable
kept spinning underneath it.
Thus the first few seconds of most
records on Top 40 stations sounded like
they were being played from inside a
metal shed during ahailstorm. You could
tell how popular a group was by how
lousy the first few seconds of their record
sounded.
(As an aside, to make sure the
turntable had sufficient torque to pull
against the drag of the hamhanded jock,
most broadcast models were powered by
amotor that was roughly as powerful as
the engine immortalized by the Beach
Boys song "She's Real Fine, My 409.")
And of course all of this manhandling
meant that turntable needles deteriorated
with amazing rapidity.
75 cents should do it
Every seasoned Top 40 jock kept a
pocket full of change and aroll of Scotch
tape handy, to add some critically needed
weight to the tonearm to make sure the
needle could plow through the occasional
glob of Moon Pie detritus.
This "needle longevity extender" did
work, but if overdone ( three quarters
stacked up on the cartridge head was
about the practical limit), it would cause
the needle to dig into the groove with the
grace of awood chisel cutting into soft
pine. Then the station would go to aTop
13 format until someone could hustle
down to the record store to buy an emergency replacement.
Reverb was a standard effect. Most
PDs wanted each and every jock to sound
Big. Not Moon Pie big, of course, but
Big, as in Great Pipes.
Today? Just crank aknob. Back then?
Well, we built a room in the basement
with alabyrinth of walls to create along,
back-and-forth hallway. We put an Altec
Lansing Voice of the Theatre at one end
and an RCA 77- DX mie at the other.
Feed that wimpy jock's mie to the A- L
speaker, mix the 77- DX back into the
jock's mic channel and there you were;
your smallish, Pee Wee Herman- type
jock would sound Big. Authentic Sith
Lord Big.
In aparticularly creative move, our PD
decided that avariable delay reverb was
needed. No problem. We positioned a
DX every few yards down the "The Hall
of the Really Big Pipes" and chose the
desired Bigness level.
A list of equipment and methods that
have changed through the application of
better and more powerful technology
would be almost endless. But as fun as
memories are, as much as Imiss the glow
of the big glass tubes that powered the
transmitters, Iwould never go back. In
fact, as Ithink about the nights Ispent
buried up to my neck in transformers and
relays and PCB-filled capacitors, Irealize
I've developed a real fondness for
microwave ovens.
The author is vice president of engineering for Pacific Broadcasting of
Missouri.
What's your favorite memory of working in radio " back when"? Tell us at
radioworld@ imaspub.com.
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We REALLY Wan
12-Channel R90 Audioarts Modular
Console Only $6,999°°!! Save $1,850!

Bargain Hunters...
The Line Forms Here.
Need anew console for the control room? Today is your lucky
day. We are down to the last 3AudioArts R90 12- Channel
Consoles in our warehouse and the boss wants them
out before December 31. So, we here in the marketing
department could razzle-dazzle you with advertising copy till
the cows come home, but let's cut to the chase - we've got
three of them, and we're willing to go the distance to move them. $ 6,999.00.
That's almost $ 2000 off retail price. But wait there's more, act now, and we will pay the
freigh Act this second and we'll give you an additional $ 500.00 credit to apply to anything else
you need to zap up the studio. ead all about the console on our website and give us acall.
F2901212

LowestPrice

List $ 8,849.00

only $6,999!
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Two AT
Headphones
For Less Than
1
The List Price
Of One!

The New Sony PCM-D1 Is The Most
Incredible Portable Recorder EVER!
1

Let's face it - we're in an industry that's prone to hyperbole, and BSW is no
exception. When we like something, we REALLY LIKE IT. So sit down - WE LOVE
THE PCM-Dl. Made of titanium for light weight, high rigidity and ruggedness,
the PCM-D1 is aportable recorder that does it all. Two exceptionally high quality condenser mics are built in for capturing 2track audio in 96 kHz/
24 bit splendor. With Sony's SBM technology (Super Bit Mapping) it sounds
even better. Sony's designers went the distance, too: Analog VU meters for
accurate instantaneous levels, 4Gig internal Flash memory for Uber-long
recording times, FAST USB 2.0 connectivity to Mac/Windows machines, an
intelligent LCD screen with any details you might need, abuilt-in limiter and
200 Hz high-pass filter and long battery life (4hours at 96 kHz from 4-AA
rechargeable batteries). Did we mention how GREAT it looks?
PCMD1

List $ 1,999.95

LowestPrice
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CD Players Don't Get Any More PRO Than This...
TASCAM

L.,
The new Tascam CD-01U Pro is aprofessional slot- loading CD player designed to fit in 1RU, with bdianced XLR analog, RCA analog
and digital outputs. This compact professional model will save room in your broadcast equipment rack. Also available is an affordaole
unbalanced version - the CD-01U. Both players have an RS-232 control port available for programming with AMX and Crestron sy,tems.
They also feature MP3 playback, 20-second shock protection and pitch controls for flexible performance. Order today!
List $ 699.00

LowestPrice

only $599!
1. 9-leetc!

lnovonics RDS/RBDS Encoder

(NEW!!)

lnovonics raises the stakes with the new Model 713 RDS/RBDS
encoder, which incorporates all the features of its widely hailed 712
while adding on-the-fly programming access via alocal network
[or even the Internet!] with its built-in TCP/IP interface. This
connectivity permits full integration of RDS/RBDS transmissions
with your station's other networked functions, including message
streams for digital radio and Webcasting. Front- panel USB for
programming of all static RDS/RBDS information.
FEATURES:
•Connects to station automation with RS-232 serial interface
of via LAN/Internet
•Sends dynamic messaging in "block" or safe scrolling" modes
•
Transmits all service flags, including TA override
71300

List 81,690.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800 426 8434

CD01 U wo/XLR out

List $ 599.00

The A-TATH-M40
headphone offers bulletproof durability in asealed-ear format.
aucioteduica.
It offers an amazing wide frequency
response of 5Hz-28 kHz with large 40 mm drivers with neodymium
magnets for maximum sound. In addition, its adjustable cushoned
headband, 180° rotating earpads, lightweight design-.and anard wired 1/4" connector make it excellent for long days in the ..tudio.
60 ohms impedance. Get BSW's 2- pack and save!!
ATHM4OFS-2PK List

only $1,84959

I.

CD01 UPRO w/XLR out

Ph.to
alter,c1 to repesent
1
,
190'.112 node!
(hei we ,
r1ly had a
2(kharnel ! lhoto
to work with!).

LowestPrice

only $499!

2for only $ 119!!

$ 300.00
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The TT- 1is an auto answer
hybrid. It utilizes dualhybrid transformers providing full duplex audio. Amiliti-turn
hybrid NULL trimmer achieves 20+ db separation. Ri ' 1and
second loop-thru Ri11. Screw terminals for audio
TT1

List

LowestPrice onl# $119!

$129.00

ACCESSORIES:
RA- 1
rack shelf
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C.Y.A. Machine!!

2-Pack Booms $ 149!
D.C. White's ProBoom is the best value in studio
microphone booms. This 41 arm comes complete with
a12" riser for table- top mounting and two sets of upper
springs to accommodate broadcast mics of all weights
and sizes. Lifetime warranty. Save on the 2- Pack!!
PROBOOM-B
Black
PROBOOM
Beige
PROBOOM-B2PK Two black

LowestPrice
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'
89°°
$
149'
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from $89!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
FROM EVERYONE AT...

Audio Time Manager from 25-Seven
ATM from 25-Seven gives you the power to shift ; iv aprogramming
in real time without compromising sound quality. Squeeze more
time ( up to 6minutes per hour) without audio al titrts and glide
undetectably between scheduled programming and added
content. Use it to clean up network feeds, run PSA!. or add local
spots for extra revenue!! By allowing you to delay the Kart of
syndicated programming and shorten its duration in real-time,
ATM puts you in control of your broadcast schedule without
removing content, changing pitch or creating annoying artifacts.
Plus, it's easy to use. Call us last for the lowest priceF
ATM

List $ 7,950.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR ( All

I .0

1 e, hO t4

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.com
Same Day Shipping

135W stocks ahuge warehoase of products. If we have it in stock, we II ship it the
same day . Just order by 700 PM Eastern Time.

Free Shipping on Most Web orders over $189

Most web orders crver 5189 get FREE ground service delivery to the contiguous 48 states
Excludes heavy or oversized items

Knowledgeable Staff

Our sales profess•onals have real-world broadcastan 1Audio experience to
offer expert help with your equipment purchase qW_'122 05

LowestPrice@bswusa.cona

For the )est prices on all of your gear visit us on trie v-bas www.bswusa.
corn or mail us for aquote at LowestPrima,bsw .
/sa em
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WAMU: ' We're Content Providers'
Station Chooses D.A.V.I.D. System

Maryland and Virginia. Staffed by paid
employees, it carries networked programming from NPR, PR! and BBC as

To Handle Burgeoning Content Demands

D.A.V.I.D. emphasizes the use of
open interfaces that work in various system environments. It says systems can
range from single-journalist workstations to designs that handle recording,
storing, editing, managing and broadcasting audio. Globally, it has approxi-

by Paul McLane
For a year now, WAMU(FM) in
Washington has been running a networked audio automation system supplied by
German company
seeking a stronger foothold in the U.S.
market.
The project gives insight into the
design philosophies of the supplier; it
also typifies how the goals of a modern, big- city radio station continue to
evolve.
Director of Engineering John Holt, at
any rate, is clear about WAMU's mission:
"We're content providers."
Sitting in the meeting room/cafeteria
at WAMU — near apledge board filled
with scribbled numbers and with on- air
host Diane Rehm sticking her head into
the room occasionally for coffee —
Holt ticked off the various ways
WAMU now produces audio and data
information.
These channels include over- the- air
analog, RDS text, over-the-air HD Radio
and a supplemental multicast, online
streaming of station programming, online
archived content and a separate Web
bluegrass channel. It has just added podcasts.
Its audio management system has to
handle all of that.
Open interfaces
WAMU — " Your NPR News Station
in the Nation's Capital" — is licensed to

Block diagram details the station's D.A.V.I.D. installation.
American University; it serves 576,000
listeners in the District of Columbia,

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
,
Many Happy Returns.
"Your promotions work great for us, it's a real easy way to pick
up extra revenue & they sound great!" ( IL)
-So far, we have sold 29 packages at $ 500 each. When our clients
are happy, we are even happier!!! The best investment we have

made...has been with Grace Broadcast Sales." ( FL)

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Seem( hinus for Buddinz Betuness`

SPACE
AVAILABLE
Call Claudia For Details
1-703-998-7600 ext. 154
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well as local shows. It's home to hosts
Diane Rehm — who reaches 1.4 million
listeners aweek through NPR and Sirius
distribution, as well as WAMU itself —
and Kojo Nnamdi.
The station added HD Radio in the
spring of 2004 and was one of the first
to activate a multicast channel. It used
WAMU-2 to air NPR coverage of the
Supreme Court confirmation hearings
for John Roberts.
Holt said the station shopped for
eight years to find the right platform to
manage its mix of offerings before
choosing D.A.V.I.D.
The supplier was founded in Munich
in 1991, selling adigital storage system
for news content called DigAS and a
networked audio editor, EdigAS. (The
names are based on amalgams of
German words.) The product name
changed to DigaSystem five years ago
"to emphasize the system character and
to internationalize the brand," according
to its literature, and the company
expanded its scope to include production, content exchange and on-air functions as well as news.
In the United States and Canada, the
company refers to its solutions simply as
D.A.V.I.D. Systems.
The firm has made its U.S. mark mostly in public and government broadcasting; clients include WETA(FM) in
Washington; WNYC(AM/FM) NewYork;
WNPR(FM) in Connecticut; Marketplace
Productions, which is now part of MPR:
Oregon Public Broadcasting; the U.S.
Department of Agriculture; and Radio
Free Europe/Radio Liberty, its largest
U.S. installation.
To serve North American clients, the
supplier has an office of four employees
in Rosslyn, Va., outside of Washington,
run by President Richard Doll.

mately 10,000 " seats," or user positions.
The line is based on standard PC
hardware. Database functions are
based on SQL and ODBC standards.
The systems can operate with a variety
of audio formats. Most systems are
operating at linear 44.1 kHz, 16- bit
stereo or MPEG Layer II standard with
MusiFile and BWF formats. They can
be configured for linear 96 kHz, 24bit, stereo WAV audio, as well as
hybrid formats, MP3, Windows Media
and RealAudio. A recent addition is
support for the Suround Sound format
RF64.
What WAMU initially purchased was
aLatitude Edition system, but the package has since grown into a full
DigaSystem setup.
Latitude Edition was introduced in
2004 to appeal to U.S. broadcasters,
who tend to be smaller and more economy- minded than D.A.V.I.D.'s European
clients. A base package retails for
$35,000 and includes three workstations, a file/audio server with 2,000
hours of music in MP2, three flat-panel
monitors, soundcards, a network switch
and training.
The supplier emphasizes the system's
ability to adjust to workflows and its
scalable operating environment. It says
the modular design can grow like a box
of Lego bricks — as it has done at
WAMU.
Phased in
"It's never completed," Holt said. The
station goals have evolved thanks to digital radio and data- handling needs.
WAMU now has 15 Database Managers,
four on-air studios and a separate playout system for BluegrassCountry.org; a
third system is coming to handle the
See WAMU, page 24
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WorldNet Oslo makes your STL
the strongest link in your digital
audio air chain

AUDIO CODE
O

THE STRONGESTLINK
Introdueng VVorldNet Oslo from APT. Now you can have up to
eght full bandwidth audio channels with low delay,
cascade- resilient, Enhanced aptXTM coding.
Each World Net Oslo gives you achoice of Encoder, Decoder and
Duolex Audio Modules, AC and DC redundant power supplies, a
fIe>ible auxiliary data system and automatic backup. VVorldNet
Oslo supports 16, 20 or 24- bit Enhanced aptXTM audio,
dekvering lossless audio quality with under 2ms delay.

WorldNet Oslo comes complete with an easy to use IP-based
Management System so you can set up, configure and monitor
your installation across town or across the globe. To see just how
useful this user interface can be, download ademonstration
version from www.aptx.com.
Contact Us to find out what VVorldNet Oslo can do for your as
chain or request ademo.

eeatu res & Benefits
Highly intuitive
user-friendly interface
with VU meters and
programmable fault
monitoring, all via IP

•Multiple Channel Audio Codec
• Designed for your STL and
Studio-to- Studio Links
•Redundant Power Supplies
•Modular Architecture
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•Up to 6 audio cards per chassis
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workstations running Adobe Audition
or Vegas can contribute audio using the
Content Bridge module.
The installation uses linear audio,
with 600 GB of main storage, which is

WAMU
Continued from page 22

station's multicasting feeds.
The station chose to implement
the system slowly.
"First we just had people playing with it," Holt said. "Then we
began readying long-form NPR
programming; then news pieces
submitted via the Web interface;
then we began managing underwriting announcements and promotions." The station has about
50 employees; perhaps 25 of
them use the system.
Richard Doll of D.A.V.I.D.
said that at WAMU, a phased- in
launch was more productive than
a hard switchover. " One of the
things we learned is that a
turnkey system can be installed,
but individual operators must ask
their own questions and get a
response to them rather than just
getting their five-day training,"
he said.
WAMU employs two major
interfaces, according to Fridolin
Mueller, vice president for system solutions at D.A.V.I.D. One
interface handles content management, including station audio,
archiving and Web audio.
Another handles the recording of content ingested from network feeds. The
station has also been testing the
ContentDepot interface. Existing

no operational limitations to how close
to air things can be changed."
The multipurposing of content is a
big part of WAMU's activities. Once a
given piece is produced, said Doll, "all
these avenues are automated" —
users need only check off items
on a command screen to tell the
system where the content needs
to go.
"Web producers from other
stations are stunned when they
find out that zero staff time is
spent in creating and encoding_
Web material," Holt said.
"We've started implementing
the end- to- end PAD workflow
here," said Mueller. " HD Radio,
RDS, feeding back to the Web.
So in addition to the audio schedule, there is a data schedule setting what will be displayed."
Doll feels WAMU's experience
in expanding its offerings through
new channels presents a model
for broadcasters. "For any station
thinking of multicasting to a secondary channel, it's a good idea
to do it now on the Web," as
WAMU has done with its bluegrass channel; adding a second
on-air channel then becomes less
daunting.
How a station might use these
tools, Holt says, was seen in
WAMU's decision to carry the

the location in the nation's capital.
Systems can mirror each other, so
WAMU is talking to at least one other D.A.V.I.D. user in the area about supporting each other as mutual backups.

Workflow of integrated program-associated data services.
mirrored. Backup is abig part of Holt's
thinking; he is planning one or more
backups off-site, acknowledging that a
facility problem is a possibility given
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A scheduler screenshot. The right pane shows the audio
schedule on top and PAD schedule at the bottom.
Any control room can go on the air,
a feature that was important to Holt.
The system allows a user in one room
to do audio trimming for production
while another studio is still airing the
source audio.
A bridge

A Division of Howell Laboratories, Inc.
Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
(207) 647-3327 ( 888) SHIVELY
sales@shively.com
-An Employee-Owned Company -

Another selling point was that the
station could continue to use its Vegas
or Cool Edit editors, as well as the
Latitude Edition editing module.
"WAMU had an investment in certain digital and editing systems," Doll
said. "The goal was not to build another ' island' but a system that lets them
bridge various islands."
The system can drag and drop multiple file formats and handle multitasking. "All these changes can be done on
the fly," Doll said. "A hierarchical user
system lets people make changes to the
last second that are immediately visible across the environment. There are

Roberts hearings on its multicast channel. The station also recorded the hearings in one-hour segments and rebroadcast them later on WAMU2 and the
second Web stream.
"At that time, we started promoting
both HD Radio and the Web stream onair." Some 6,000 people tuned to the
"second channel" feed via the Web,
and 33,000 more than usual tuned to
the main channel during the Roberts
coverage.
"WAMU is often at the head of new
innovations," Mueller said. " It's not
just aclient/supplier relationship. John
helps us, shows us new things and
helps us understand the market."
For his part, Holt is satisfied with
his German-born, Washington- bred
installation.
"It was obvious this is asystem that
would grow into a21st century system,
not one built in the 1990s and added
onto since."
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"Showcase studios take time, right?
Not this time."
"'Challenging' didn't begin to cover

"When we decided to go with Axia,

it. Our showcase studios were to

the router guys had a fit. They

be located in the high- visibility

actually tried to tell us that the

West Edmonton Mall. With only six

IP-Audio

network

would

weeks ' til our on- air date,

viruses! We laughed for

our challenge was find-

days about that one.

catch

ing a manufacturer we

•

could trust to deliver on

"Our studios were finished

our timeline.

with time to spare. The
installation came together really
well, and since going on the air

"We'd almost decided on one of
the

traditional

companies;

25/7,

we

could barely make our deadline.
Then
about

we've been trouble-free.

console/router

working

we

found

Axia

"We've had several announcers tell
us how much they love

out

working

IP-Audio

with

the Axia

surfaces and how easy

networks.

they are to operate. It's
great to be able to setup

"Axia gear goes together
with RJ-45 connectors, so adding

and save multiple configurations

sources to the network takes almost

that can be recalled at amoment's

no time. A few clicks and you're

notice.

done! That produces a substantial
cost reduction in terms of wiring

"Our experience with Axia has been
all positive; we've had no

from room to room.

audio glitches or dropouts
Axia

whatsoever. Idon't know

system routes audio using

why we hadn't gone this

ordinary Ethernet instead

route earlier. Where we're

"And

because the

of expensive mainframes, the ease

installing new equipment, we're

of adding to the network allows it

onboard with Axia."

to grow and change dynamically
with our operations.
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— Owen Martin, Director of Engineering,
Newcap Radio, Alberta, Canada
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Digigram Debuts USB Audio Interface
When Connected to USB Port, UAX220 Is Recognized
As a USB Audio- Compliant Device Without Driver
by Carl Lindemann
Digigram has a reputation for providing professional soundcards to
top OEM equipment
manufacturers. Several
years back, the company
stepped forward to take
a high profile with its
own branded PCXpocket
PC Card audio card. The
series, as well as the
VXpocket models that
followed, took advantage of the increasing power of laptop computers to bring
the dream of the professional portable
DAW into reality.
The VXpocket has proven to be one of
the company's most visible successes.
Now, the UAX220 USB Audio interface
takes the concept to the next level, combining audio quality with simplicity.
What's inside?
The UAX220 interface consists of a
box that's slightly larger than a pack of
cigarettes at 3.5 x3.2 x0.9 inches, with a
USB cable connected on one side and a
cable snake with four Neutrik connectors.
One pair of female XLR connectors provide balanced analog mono inputs alongside a pair of male XLR servo- balanced
analog mono line outputs.
In addition, there is a I/4- inch headphone jack. The box comes with again
knob for headphone volume and a single pushbutton to enable direct monitoring. The unit is powered directly off
the USB bus. Inside, the AID and D/A
converters are 24-bit/96 kHz quality,
and are more than capable of handling
the unit's 24-bit/8-48 kHz record/play-

back capabilities.
Both Windows 2000 and Windows XP
Pro recognized the UAX220 correctly as
an audio interface and installed the
WDM DirectSound drivers for it automatically. ( Sorry, no Mac in the house,
but it is compatible with OS X and also
Linux). It was immediately accessible in
the options dialog box in the audio production applications Itested it with,
including Sony's Soundforge 7.0 and
Adobe Audition 1.5.
The only possible adjustments are
tucked away out of sight in the OS controls. The default output levels of the D/A
converters can be dropped down from
+10 dBu by getting into the Windows
speaker volume control or the Mac sound
panel. For most purposes, the default settings are fine. Ditto for keeping the 48
kHz internal sampling rate.
Normally, playback of audio with different sampling rates is handled seamlessly with a real-time conversion in the
OS. Keeping this fixed solves sampling
frequency setting conflicts that happen
occasionally with USB Audio.
If you're running different applications
using two sampling frequencies, one of

which may be Windows playing system
sounds, you can suffer a scramble of
pitch and speed when, for example, afile
recorded at 32 kHz plays back through an
audio device supplying samples at 44.1
kHz. Leaving the sampling frequency
fixed prevents this.
'Free' mode
l'or added versatility in specialized
applications such as audio measurement,
the UAX220 offers a " free" mode to
adjust the internal frequency through
changing the firmware.
The free mode allows for using akernel ASIO driver — no automatic frequency conversion available with that —
or for doing audio measurement work at
the exact sampling frequency required,
providing the highest quality and/or the
lowest latency. These applications are
less likely to run into scrambled sampling
rates because they are typically run
alone.
At present, the " free" mode requires a
firmware swap. Soon, this will be
upgraded to a single firmware with controls to run both fixed and free modes
and also allow switching from I6-bit to
24-bit word length.
The UAX220 did not disappoint in
terms of audio quality. In fact, it matched
— and perhaps bested — the analog
quality of my longtime favorite, the
CardDeluxe PCI soundcard. Company
claims of a 104 dB dynamic range and 98
dB S/N ratio proved to be conservative in
my testing. That is a major leap beyond
what Ihave seen through USB.
Subjectively, the sound of the D/A converters struck me as pleasing. It isn't
"warm" like recording through tubes to
tape, but there wasn't any of the harsh digital edge found on lesser digital audio
adapters. Radio pros conscious of audio
quality as well as voiceover artists and

ALTRONIC RE

Audio Interface
Thumbs Up

F
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/ Top-notch sound quality
/ Total simplicity
/ Broad OS support ( Linux users
rejoice!)

Thumbs Down

Price: S495

CONTACT: Digigram in Virginia at 70
875 91 00 or visit www.diglgra

musicians will appreciate the terrific sound.
Remember, you're only as good as the
weakest link in the audio chain. For most
radio users, the UAX220 will likely raise
the bar.
Unlike some of the all- in-one portable
USB audio adapters on the market, the
UAX220 is designed for use with amixer. This may add a slight level of complexity for those creating a portable studio on the fly with a laptop, but keeping
these components separate is likely why
this sounds great.
It also can serve double-duty installed
at the studio and taken on the road as
needed. If you are shopping for an audio
adapter for adesktop DAW, planning on
taking your show on the road or both, the
UAX220 is the one to get.
Igave this product no thumbs down in
the accompanying product capsule, only
the second time I've done so in my nine
years of reviewing for RW.
Carl Lindemann is afrequent contributor to Radio World.
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own grille, which is nice if someone has
acold! Over time, this option is certain to
save astation abit of revenue that might
have been committed to periodical microphone overhauls.

EVALUATION

Neumann Makes Dynamtc Move
A Long-time Manufacturer of Condensers
Tackles Dynamic Design With the BCM 705
by Charles Dube
As the Gibson Les Paul or the Fender
Telecaster are ubiquitous to the world of
popular entertainment, Neumann microphones have been the staple of many a
recording session since the " Bottle" mic
of 1928 appeared in Germany.
This was followed by the U47 in 1949,
the first switchable-pattern condenser;
the U49 in the early 1950s; and the popular U67 and its solid-state progeny the
U87 and U89.

Microphone," and it's clear from the
design that the mic was born to hang
above aconsole.
The BCM 705, weighing in at about
16 ounces, won't block your view of the
copy stand. Its element is suspended
beneath the housing, which is the size of
a half- can of soda. A rugged tubular
headgrille sheathes the element and lightweight internal popscreen.
The grille is removable by twisting it a
couple of turns. This allows for easy

removal of the popscreen for the cleaning
of moisture, food particles and other foreign objects that might build up here.
When finished rinsing the pop screen and
grille, the pop screen snaps into place and
one simply twists the grille back onto the
housing.
It is critical that the microphone be
positioned so the headgrille is on top.
Otherwise, after removing the popscreen
there is the danger the element will fall
out of the housing, as it is the popscreen
clips that also hold this together. And of
course, everything must be completely
dry before reassembling.
If desired, each talent can have his

Pop quiz
So, after we have our BCM 705 hanging on its boom, what shall we expect?
In side-by- side comparisons Imade
with dynamic microphones in this price
class, Ifound the most noticeable characteristic to be its transparent response.
With the limitations inherent in dynamic
microphone design, the BCM 705 no
doubt attempts to reach the sweet and
rich characteristics found in its condenser
lineage.
By no means a pedestrian offering,
this is amic you can take afew swings at
See NEUMANN, page 28

'There's little question about
where Neumann is going
with this product. The mic was
born to hang above a console.'
But a recording studio's or radio
suite's budget might prohibit the purchase of amicrophone in the price range
of the U87, especially if one is budgeting
for numerous microphones to outfit a
group of studios. It is for this reason that
aclass of microphones, the dynamic, has
become a mainstay in its own right in
radio station air and production studios
for the last couple of decades.
Dynamic journey
The rugged dynamic mic is more likely to survive morning- show antics, the
tropic island remote broadcast and the
tribulations of the production studio than
its more delicate condenser cousins. The
dynamic, while offering an acceptable
sound, tends to be priced at alevel where
outfitting several voicing booths won't
require asecond mortgage.
And unlike the finely tuned instruments that make up the better class of
condenser mies, you won't feel queasy
about sticking one in front of akick drum
— or an announcer with the personality
of one.
For almost a century, Neumann has
offered a plethora of condenser mies
designed for various applications, but it is
with the BCM 705 that the company
begins its foray into the world of dynamic microphone design. It hits the ground
running.
There's little question about where
Neumann is going with this product.
"BCM"
stands
for " Broadcast

Peace of Mind

What do you call it when acompany
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their digital automation systems ( Scott
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Neumann

Ultrasone Offers
HFI-700 HSD Headset
Ultrasone's HFI-700 HSD combines its
S-Logic technology and aDPA 4088 directional microphone. The company bills it as "the ultimate broadcaster's headset."
The microphone portion of
the headset uses a miniature
head-worn mic. The DPA 4088
(cardioid) or DPA 4066 (omni)
is joined to the headphone with
an articulating mount and disconnect. The six-foot cable terminates to afan out with a 1/4inch stereo plug for monitoring and a3-pin
female XLR for the mic. 5V —50 V phan-

An optional windscreen ( WS 47) is
available for really aggressive " pronouncers."
The BCM 705 exhibits the characterisContinued from page 27
tics of ahypercardioid although the patand still find it singing. Announcers and
tern response isn't exceptionally deep in
voiceover talents will appreciate the effirear rejection. At 180 degrees my voice
cacy of its bass response, which is robust
dropped from peaks of 0dBm to roughly
and smooth at any distance with little
-14 dBm, whereas at 90 degrees my voice
proximity effect apparent. This is an
was down to - 18 dBm. This is because of
intentional effort on the part of the
the openness of the surrounding grille.
designers, and they pulled it off well. The
Designers utilize this encasement to be
BCM 705 is designed for close miking.
coupled with the rear entrance port of the
Another nice aspect was the efficacy
capsule, which is part of the maintenance
of the internal pop screen. Without mudof asmooth on-axis bass response in the
dying the waters at all, it was hard to
microphone. The capsule itself is a
make this mic "pop" even as Idiscussed
redesigned version of the Sennheiser MD
"purple primates picking out a plethora
431 capsule, which is noted for its lack of
of pettish past participles" with myself. (I coloring off-axis audio. The BCM 705
received several strange looks in the hallexhibits this feature as yell.
way that afternoon).

tom power is required for the mic. Custom
cable length and connector termination are
available.
The headphone portion of
the HFI-700 HSD uses SLogic to enable low distortion
and driver positioning that the
company says lets the user
listen at lower sound pressure
levels, which reduces fatigue
and protects ears.
The HFI-700 HFD retails for
$750.
For more information, visit www.ultrasoneusa.com.

Product Capsule:
A OAwl» Review -Olive Arneemagerine

Neumann BCM 705
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Dynamic Microphone
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/ Effective internal pop screen
/ Transparent response
/ Size won't block copy stand
/ Rugged, removable headgrille

Thumbs Down

-e/ No roll-off switch

Price: $ 799
CONTACT: Sennheiser Electronic Co
in Connecticut at 18601 434-9190
visit www.sennheiserusa
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The industry's only dedicated equipment and software
review resource can now be delivered right to your desktop
— no matter where you are.
Digital subscribers get all the same great features of the
print edition and then some, with links to manufacturer
Web sites and rich media content. You'll receive an email
notification when the issue is ready to view: Just click on the
link provided and it's all right there in your browser. Read
the issue on line, save it off line for later, or print out the
pages — it's your choice! Viewing, saving and storage
options are asnap.
To sign up for your FREE digital subscription, simply go to
www.proaudioreview.com/par.php and fill out the form.*
For asample of what's in store, tour our demo site at:
http://www.proaudioreview.com/digitaldemo
*Signing up for the digital edition of Pro Audio Review in no way affects your subscription to the print edition. The digital edition of Pro Audio Review is aBPAaudited publication; only qualified subscribers may receive afree subscription.

The particular studio Iused for this
test has afew computers running at floor
level (an all-too-common irritation) and it
was interesting to hear how the 705 performs in its sensitivity to off-axis ambient
noise. While Ididn't find anything extraordinary about the BCM 705's rejection
of the room noise, for the most part it
seemed to perform comparable to mies of
its class.
The BCM 705 hangs from its rubberencased shock-mount, which supports the
assembly at three points. This provided
adequate isolation from vibrations traveling up the boom itself, but surprisingly
some rumble found its way onto the
encasement via the microphone cable.
This can be remedied by utilizing alight
diameter pigtail should vibration become
aproblem.
The BCM 705 is consistent with what
engineers and broadcasters have come to
expect from a Neumann product. It is
manufactured to comply with professional standards and excels at the task it is
required to perform, voice announcing.
The sound is natural and open. In the
near field it boasts a pleasantly smooth
and consistant frequency response from
below 40 Hz through the upper limits of
the human voice. It does not come
equipped with a roll off switch, which
may irritate some although Idon't believe
it needs one. If you are looking for a
dynamic microphone designed to transmit
an authentic and natural tone, the
Neumann BCM 705 delivers the goods.
Charles Dubé is chief engineer for
University of Massachusetts' WFCR(FM)
in Amherst, Mass. He can be reached at
cldewfcr.org.
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distance of 100 feet. Because only acontrol panel is located in the control room,
the company notes that cables can be
kept to aminimum.
The MSD66OR offers an encoder
knob that also works as volume control, afeature familiar to users of DKTechnologies' PT0660M master
stereo and surround sound meter. Its
output can be used to feed active
speakers, with volume control supplied by the encoder knob. Formats
include stereo, 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1 surround sound. The outputs can be controlled in analog and digital, meaning
active speakers with an AES input can
be fed and controlled directly.
For more information, including pricing, contact DK-Technologies in
California at ( 800) 421-0888 or visit
www.dk-technologies.net.

GUIDE

MSD66OR Saves
Space Via
Cat- 5 Cable
The
MSD66OR
from
DKTechnologies is a metering device aimed
at broadcast and post-production applications. It is suitable for analog, AES. SDI
and HD-SDI signals. The company says
the modular design eases future changes
and upgrades.
The main part of the instrument is
placed in the machine room and is connected to the control panel by way of a
standard Cat- 5 Ethernet cable that runs a

HHB FlashMic
Mixes Condenser
Capsule, 1 GB
Memory
HHB Communications' FlashMic
DRM85 digital recording microphone
combines a Sennheiser omni-directional
condenser capsule with 1GB of flash
recording memory; the company says it
is suitable for broadcast voice recording
applications.
WAV linear or
MPEG 2 encoded
audio files can be
transferred
via
USB to PC or Mac
computers for editing and onward
transmission. A
Date/Time stamp is
stored along with
the file, with the
internal real-time
clock set and synchronized by the
host computer.
The FlashMic is
powered for more
than six hours by a
pair of standard
AA batteries, with
the remaining battery power displayed along with the time, level and status information in a backlit LCD on the
microphone body. A visual warning
alerts the user to the need to change batteries.
Users can operate the FlashMic out of
the box using default settings, or create
and store nine custom configurations
using the supplied Mac/PC GUI software. Parameters include Audio Mode,
AGC On/Off, Record Level, Pre-Record
Buffer ( 0-10 seconds) and High- Pass
Filter On/Off. Expert Mode allows variable parameters to be accessed from the
FlashMic body.
The company says FlashMic offers quality recordings, with afrequency response of
20 Hz to 20 kHz and less than 0.1 percent
THD at 16-bit/48 kHz. Recordings can be
played back under independent level control on headphones connected by way of a
socket on the base of the unit.
For more information, contact HHB 's
U.S. distributor Sennheiser Electronic
Corp. in Connecticut at (860) 434-9190
or visit www.sennheiserusa.com.
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Xtreme-digilink
Lite On Air
Hard Disk Music
Satellite Automation
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since April !!!
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No down payment

Features

Return at any time
Free Factory training

Music Scheduling

Free Hardware support

Long Form Recording

Free Telephone support

... with Logic

Free Software upgrades

Live Remotes by phone

Free Hardware upgrades

and much more....

Free PC and Network setup

New... use third party music
schedulers or the powerful internal
scheduler. Record multi- hour programs with logic and play them
back like avirtual satellite feed. Call
in by cell phone and interrupt programming with a Live update.... and
much more

ONLY $ loo PER MONTH
Xtreme is a complete sclution for live 8t automated On Air Radio
systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We
supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that
yu supply is the PC. Without alarge initial equipment investment
there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation
system can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free
system configuration and training you receive the help you need
b make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone
support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means
you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that is not included is the PC computer and we can help you
with that too... also for free.

...the risk free automation system
come to our FREE school!

XTREME-digilink
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WHTQ Puts HD-R Dibrid on the Air
Dielectric 'sCombiner Offers Variable Coupling
Coefficient, Allows User to Route Tx Directly to Antenna

factory, but it can be changed in the field if
necessary by connecting it to acomputer
via aserial port. This flexibility will allow

by Steve FluIcer
Director of Engineering
Cox Radio
ORLANDO Multicasting, surround
sound and other data services are but afew
of the evolving technologies that have
brought excitement to the industry and led
most major broadcasters to convert their
stations to HD Radio over the next few
years.
While these commitments have been
made, decisions on just how to implement
HD are still up in the air. Perhaps the
biggest decision is choosing the appropriate
combining system for your radio stations.
One of the newer combining methods
rapidly gaining in popularity is the SplitLevel Combiner system, sometimes called
Mid- Level Combining. ( Split- Level
Combining has patents pending. Ihold the
primary patent, and Harris holds improvement patents and trademark.)
When it came time to select acombining
system for my FM stations here in Orlando,
Iselected the Split-Level system for the
several advantages it has over the standard
high-level combining.
With the Split-Level, Ican achieve a
higher efficiency and lower heat output.
Plus, because both transmitters carry aportion of the analog carrier, the radio station
stays on the air without aglitch even if one
transmitter fails.
The next step is choosing the appropriate
hybrid for your system. With Split-Level

Steve Fluker stands with the Dielectric Dibrid.
combining, the 10 dB hybrid used for the
high-level method is replaced with avalue
set between 3and 9dB, depending on your
transmitter configuration. Standard models
come in achoice of 3, 4.7 or 6dB values
and you choose the one closest to your
needs.
As an improvement to this, Dielectric
has introduced ahybrid, called the Dibrid,
which has avariable coefficient between 3
and 10 dB. Typically the value is set at the

you to maximize the efficiency of your
combining system instead of settling on
something because it was the closest you
could get.
Stay on the air
The Dibrid is the system Ichose for
WHTQ(FM) in Orlando, and Iquickly
found there's much more to it than just the
variable coupling coefficient.
This hybrid also allows the user, through
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motorized controls, to route either of two
transmitters directly to the antenna, eliminating the power lost to the reject load and
giving the user the most power possible during maintenance times.
In my case, Ihave an analog transmitter
producing 24 kW of analog power and a
digital transmitter producing 10 kW of analog along with the 340 watt HD signal. If I
were using astandard fixed-value hybrid,
my station would be operating at about 50
percent power if Itook down the digital
transmitter.
That's okay, but if the analog transmitter
goes down, such as when changing atube,
my station's power would drop to just
below 10 percent — on the air, but not
where Iwould like it to be.
By using the Dibrid hybrid, Ican set the
analog transmitter to Antenna mode, allowing me to turn off the digital transmitter and
stay on the air at over 70 percent power. If I
need to take down the analog transmitter, I
can route the digital transmitter directly to
the antenna and stay on the air at 30 percent
power. On top of that, the control system
used for the Dibrid has the ability to reduce
the HD power to maintain the proper output
ratio, giving an added boost to the analog
power.
The bottom line is I'm now on the air at
38 percent power — amuch better scenario
than the 10 percent power Iwould realize
with afixed hybrid.
Another benefit is that while one transmitter is routed to the antenna, the second is
routed directly to the reject load, giving me
the chance to work on the transmitter —
turning it on and off — without affecting
the on-air signal.
Best of all, when I'm ready to go back on
the air at full power, Isimply turn on both
transmitters, then select the Combined
See DIBRID, page 31

We Define Synergy
ERI can meet all of your broadcast needs, both RF and structural. Our
products, while diverse, come together to deliver more quality,
innovation, and value than the sum of their parts. The depth and
breadth of our antenna, filter and combiner, transmission line, and
broadcast tower products allow us to be Your Single Source for
Broadcast Solutions".

syn-er•gy n. the working together of
two or more things, people, or
organizations, especially when the
result is greater than the sum of their
individual effects or capabilities.
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Call Toll-free at 877 - ERI - LINE • Visit Online at www.eriinc.com
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Dibrid
Continued from page 30

Transmitter mode and watch my output
power climb back up to 100 percent. Inever
leave the air.
Another fear when choosing between

W

replace the reject load without going off the
air.
When working with the Dibrid, you can
choose from acouple of controller panel
options to suit your needs. These controllers
can be operated remotely and some will
automatically switch modes should atransmitter fail.

rhile one transmitter is routed to the

DR-TV1E35

lashMic

DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE

antenna, the second transmitter is

routed directly to the reject load, giving me
the chance to work on the transmitter
without affecting the on-air signal.
Split-Level or High-Level combining is
what happens if your reject load fails. Ihave
the reject load at one of my FMs located
outside of the building. When Hurricane
Wilma was approaching, Iwas afraid the
load might get damaged by the winds, even
though Ihad it bolted down to the cement.
If you are using afixed hybrid and this
reject load does fail, you're off the air —
period.
With the Dibrid, you can route either
transmitter directly to the antenna, eliminating the use of the reject load and thus getting you back on the air. You can even
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The Dibrid is abit on the expensive side,
but considering the benefits, it's well worth
the cost. One day off the air during drive
time — while you're fumbling, trying to
find transmission line pieces to bypass the
hybrid — and you've made up the difference in cost.
Split Level Combiner is trademarked
property of Harris Corp., patents pending.
For more information, including pricing, contact Dielectric Corp. in Maine at
(207) 655-4555 or visit www.dielectric.
com. •

UPDATE

StacoSine Corrects
Harmonic Orders
Staco Energy Products says its StacoSine line of active harmonic filters dynamically correct avariety of harmonic orders.
StacoSine uses power electronics to monitor anon-linear load and dynamically correct harmonic orders from the second to the 31st. Through an injection and cancellation process, the sine wave is restored and distortion is reduced to less than 5percent
THD, meeting IEEE- 519
standards.
StaceSine technology
moves power from the AC
source to its DC electronics platform, then back to
the AC source, to cancel
out harmonics and equalize
the sine wave. The process
cancels high- frequency
output current, while it
determines the value of
injected load current.
StacoSine is suitable for
operation at levels that
continuously adapt to rapid
load fluctuations, and
industrial and commercial
environments.
Models are available for
208-480 VAC, three-phase
installations with an adaptive system frequency of
45/65 Hz, and 120/420
VAC
control
power.
Equipment ratings are
from 25 to 200 amperes.
Wall- mount or freestanding NEMA 1enclosures are standard, with NEMA 12 or 3R enclosures available.
Optional communications packages and user-specific requirements can be accommodated.
The company says that unlike "passive" harmonic mitigation technologies that
require intensive site data collection, power quality surveys and computer-generated
studies, StacoSine can be installed with minimal analysis. They are available as standalone systems or can be integrated into other power quality and power distribution
equipment.
For more information, including pricing, contact Staco Energy Products in Ohio al
(866)261-1191 or visit www.stacoenergy.com.
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Starlink Tackles Texas Terrain
Clear Channel Cluster Project Addresses
Connectivity Using Moseley Starlink Ti STL
by Brett Gilbert, CSRE CBNT
Manager, Engineering and IT
Clear Channel Radio
Waco/Temple/Killeen, Texas
WACO, Texas In August of 2004 Clear
Channel began looking at consolidating the
two-station operation in Killeen, Texas into
the Waco facility some 59 miles away.
While the consolidation had been discussed before, it now became evident that
the time was right to take the path many
other broadcasters in the area had chosen:
treating the central Texas area as one large
metro area.
Moving the operations of the two stations from Killeen proved aunique challenge. The stations wanted to maintain their
strong local presence in the market, as they
do alarge number of remote broadcasts
each week from the Killeen and Temple
areas. This requirement made it necessary
for the STL system to provide not only program audio, but also several audio backhauls to the Waco studios.
In addition, we would have to maintain a
facility with studio/on-air capabilities (to
meet FCC LMA requirements), a sales
office and local staff, which would require
network and telephone connectivity. The
studio request lines also would need to be
routed to the Waco studios.
The first and most critical task would be
designing the STL/TSL/Intercity system.
Central Texas is achallenging area to work
with due to geography and lack of unified
telecommunications. The Killeen region is
in a low geographic area, which makes
line-of-sight paths from Waco to Killeen
difficult. Worse, the two cities are served by
different telephone companies.
Due to terrain, my initial thought was to
use conventional TI lines to get the necessary audio feeds to and from Waco and

Killeen. But neither telephone provider
could provide aT1 at areasonable cost.
The costs were so high that even the most

At this point Idecided to contact Gil
Garcia, my regional engineering manager,
for suggestions. He recommended contacting Bill Gould at Moseley about its Starlink
T1 STL using unlicensed 5.8 GHz radios.
He had used them in other markets with
great success. After my initial conversation

Brett Gilbert with the Starlink
elaborate RFbased system would be quickly paid off by the high monthly rates. To
make matters worse, neither company
wanted to work together, even to get asimple service quote.
Ithought, " If Iever got the circuits
working and one failed, how long would
we be without service while the two companies fought over who needed to repair the
circuit?" Also, we were still lacking acosteffective method for request lines in Waco
because neither company could provide an
enhanced calling area encompassing both
metros.
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with Bill Irealized the system he was
proposing could encompass our needs.
Four T1 s
Finally, the pieces began to fall into
place. The system would be based on the
Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 chassis using
Stratex 5.8 GHz spread-spectrum radios to
provide afour-T1 backbone between the
sites.
We could dedicate one TI to each station's Starlit* chassis, which would contain
an uncompressed stereo channel for the
transmitter, an uncompressed stereo backhaul channel for two RPU receivers and a
compressed stereo backhaul channel for offair monitors. The third T1would be used
for networking our two telephone switches,
and the fourth T1 would link our two computer network switches for LAN/WAN connectivity.
At this point we had aconcise plan for
tackling our site connectivity issues but we
still had obstacles to overcome, the first
being at the Waco studio site.
Located 200 feet from our studio building is aself-supported tower that holds our
STLs, RPUs and an FM broadcast antenna.
In the past, lightning had been asevere
problem and numerous attempts at improving grounding, electrical bonding and surge
arrestors had never been 100 percent successful.
In order to protect the delicate equipment
in the studio building interconnected to the
4XT1 radio located in the tower building, we
would have to choose an isolation approach.
Idecided to specify fiber between the
tower and studio buildings. A quick Internet
search turned up IC Communications, a
California company, which had the right
product, aquad Tl/E1 fiber modem. Instead
of running awire line, anon-conductive
fiber link would carry the four Tls safely
between buildings.
The second issue was the Texas terrain.
The 5.8 GHz system has a limit of
around 30 miles and it must have perfect
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line of sight. System losses would be critical, but fortunately the Stratex radio did
have the advantage of asplit indoor unit and
outdoor RF unit interconnected by aDC
cable and Cat-5cable.
This virtually eliminated transmission
line losses in the system allowing us to use
smaller dishes with less wind loading and
obtain longer distances. This cut installation
costs and time dramatically.
To get the signal from Waco to Killeen
required three links. The first hop would use
a 16-mile path using four-foot dishes to the
first repeater site in Moody. The second hop
would use a26-mile path using 6-foot dishes to the second repeater site in Nolanville.
The final path would be only five miles long
using two-foot dishes to the Killeen/Harker
Heights office/studio location.
The system was configured using two
separate but identical Starlink T1 STLs, one
for each station. With uncompressed channels used for the RPU back-hauls, latency is
minimal, which allows off-air monitoring of
breaks when on remote. We use compressed
channels for the air monitors in Waco, so
we utilize Henry Engineering Moni-Switch
boxes and Behringer UltraFX Pros for monitoring while the mics are open to eliminate
delay effects in the headphones.
At the Killeen location we maintain a
fully duplicated operation complete with an
operational studio, automation system and
satellite receivers. From the initial stages we
knew we would have to provide program
origination capability from Killeen. I
designed in manual, automatic and remote
override capabilities for the origination of
local programming to meet FCC requirements, which was critical to meeting the
requirements for the two stations.
Additionally, the staff could use the
Killeen facility in an emergency, as they had
in the past.
Transparent
To connect phone lines between the two
sites we utilized Samsung telephone switches using the company's Il network system.
We choose Samsung because we had a
Samsung system in Waco and we would be
able to reuse our sets and cards with the
newer switch. Employees can call from
either location by dialing athree-digit extension as each site operates as one unified system.
Additionally, each station's request lines
and hotlines have dedicated CO ports in
Killeen and dedicated analog ports in Waco.
Their operation is transparent to the air staff
and their listeners.
The computer networks are linked by
Cisco routers in each city. Waco and Killeen
can now share the same TI WAN connection back to corporate.
This eliminated one of the two Ils we
initially had before the consolidation project. With our LAN/WAN connectivity to
the main site we have redundant programming via our automation system using
Prophet Systems' Offsite Backup, which
not only gives us the content for locally
originated programming but redundancy in
case of alink failure.
Iwould like to thank to Gould and his
associates for putting together asuccessful
wide-area audio/data/voice network. The
system went on-line in late February and it
has been reliable. It came together easily
and was almost 100 percent plug-and-play.
Iam considering requesting asimilar
system for two of our FMs to replace their
existing analog STLs when we decide to
make the conversion to digital radio.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Moseley in California at (805) 9689621 or visit www.moseleysb.com.
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Big Pipe Walks on
Water for Apex
Broadcaster Taps BE's Multichannel STL
To Replace Dedicated Lines Over Waterways
by Bruce Roberts
Chief Engineer/IT Director
Apex Broadcasting
CHARLESTON, S.C. Charleston has
got to be one of the best places in the
country to live, with all of its islands,
waterways, bridges ... and did Imention
water?
Every STL hop in Charleston must go
over some body of water. While this is
not ahuge problem for wireless, the cost
of dedicated lines from Ma Bell gets
quite crazy when crossing these waterways.
We have been studying the options for
agood audio and data link between our
studio and transmitter site for about a
year. We are fortunate to have our three
FM transmitters located at one tower site.
For us it made good sense to look for a
multichannel system to handle our audio
and data needs.
Media transport
The Broadcast Electronics Big Pipe
range consists of microwave radios and
data-conversion network interfaces that
work together but may be used independently based on application.
The microwave radios operate in the
5.3 GHz or 5.8 GHz frequency bands,
and come with integral or external antenna connectivity, selected based on path
length.
The microwave radios interface to the
site Network Terminal equipment that is
configured with a number of plug-in
Service Interface Modules, or SIMs.
Modules are hot-pluggable for easy installation, upgrade or repair.
With our configuration of Big Pipe, we
can transfer up to four channels of AES
digital audio and two channels of analog
audio to the tower site. We also have two
analog channels that return from the tower
site to the studio we will use for RPU
(Marti) return audio.
In addition to filling our audio needs, we
have an Ethernet 10/100 link that is basically like asix-mile Cat-5cable we can use to
extend our network. We have aTI at the
studio and we have aDSL at the tower site
that we use for our streaming computers.
We plan to extend the DSL back to the studio and bring the stream computers to the
studio site.
We also will have backup Internet access
at the studio via the Big Pipe Ethernet link,
and two available RS-232 ports, which I
am thinking of ways to utilize as well.
Big Pipe sounds great, and we are
pleased with the quality
The big thing Iwas concerned about was
what latency would be like. Idid atest by
sending audio from the studio to the tower,
then sent it back to the studio. This would
be twice the delay, as it would be going
both ways on the Big Pipe. Then Iset up to
listen to both the send and the return audio.
Iwas shocked to see that delay was almost
non-existent. None of the air staff noticed a
difference in the latency of the Big Pipe
from our old STL system.
Our old system was a1980s compressed

digital audio system. The improvement in
audio is apparent across the audio spectrum.
Instillation was straightforward and support was available to answer questions we
had along the way.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Broadcast Electronics in Illinois at
(217)224-96°0 or visit www.bdcast.com.

The Author and Apex Broadcasting's Big Pipe

DIGITAL RADIO IS
IN OUR FUTURE.
WE'RE CHOOSING
MOSELEY Ti Sit
Introducing the Starlink SL9003T1
Whether you're
rolling out HD Radio' or
planning astudio move,
look to the name you've
trusted for over forty
years to now provide the smart choice in Ti STLs.
The new Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 has all the payload
advantages of digital—including, bi-directional program audio;
Ethernet LAN/WAN extension; transmitter remote control;
plus, telephone voice channels— delivered over asingle Ti link
or license-free Spread Spectrum radio.
And consider this, the Starer* is priced nearly a third less
than the competition.
How can a Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 possess so much
capability and still save you money? Just ask our industryrecognized experts Dave Chancey or Bill Gould for the details.
Starlink SL9003T1 Digital STL.
Good choice.
Dave Chancey
Bill Gould

www.moseleysb.corn

805 968 9621
978 3736303
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Intraplex Deployed in Lone Star State
Susquehanna Uses Multiplexer to Communicate
With Seven Sites Using Tí, El Combo

systems to communicate with seven transmitter sites using acombination of T1 and
El systems. We also have an Intraplex T1

by Robert Chickering
Engineering Manager
Susquehanna Radio Dallas
DALLAS Funny, although Idon't think
of the I
ntraplex as my STL, those three
letters still conjure up both distant and
recent memories of 950 MHz links that
got your audio to the transmitter, with or
without distortion and artifacts.
Ithink of Intraplex as my transmitter
link. Intraplex multiplexers give me more
than bidirectional audio.
Intraplex provides equipment that
communicates bi-directional on a landline T1using the provided 1.536 Mbps
bandwidth. The multiplexer chassis
divides that down to 24 64 kHz time
slots. The multiplexer can provide stereo
32 kHz or 44.1 kHz audio with some
slots left over for serial communications,
LAN connections, PBX extensions, voice
grade audio or compressed audio. If 24

Susquehanna Radio Dallas has Intraplex systems to Sedona, Ariz.,
KPLX(FM) in Cedar Hill, Texas and KLINAM) in Northlake, Texas.

I

ntraplex systems offer linear audio cards

with analog and digital I/O and an apt-X

compressed card system that takes only four
time slots for 15 k stereo audio ... these
cards sound great.
slots are not enough in this HD Radio
world, you can install El spread spectrum radios for 32 64 kHz time slots
The thing Ilike the most about Intraplex
is the scalability and user configuration of
its systems. Intraplex has cards to do anything you can imagine, provided you have
enough time slots to work with. The equipment also is tough.
While the earliest Intraplex systems
offered program audio modules and TI

multiplexing systems for broadcasters, the
equipment was soon adopted for government and military operations due to its ability to also carry voice and data modules,
robustness and low failure rates. Since
acquiring Intraplex in 1998. Harris Corp.
has supplied systems to NASA, the armed
forces, the FBI and the INS through government contractors, in addition to its work in
the broadcast industry.
Susquehanna Radio Dallas uses Intraplex

EASY ORDERING IN NANOSECOND
111111111.1111fflii-

40111M-
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system to Sedona, Ariz., for offsite programming.
The Sedona application allows me to
send and receive stereo audio, LAN and an
off-site PBX extension. It's pretty cool dialing four numbers on my PBX and having it
in Arizona.
The transmitter sites have linear PT353
cards delivering 32 kHz and 44.1 kHz linear
digital audio. Ialso have LAN extensions at
all my sites. We also use the RS-232 card for
serial remote control communications. We
have aday/night site communicating via the
LAN cards for automated day/night switching. Users can do alot with these systems.
TECH

Intraplex systems offer linear audio cards
with analog and digital I/0 and an apt-X
compressed card system that takes only four
time slots for 15 kHz stereo audio. I'm
somewhat picky when it comes to audio
compression algorithms, but these cards
sound great. We use them on our AM stations and audio return channels for RPU
receivers, mainly due to stacking algorithm
issues. Using these cards leaves a lot of
room on your system for other services,
such as voice and data.
The chassis comes standard with redundant power supplies and communicates with
aCM 5or CM 7card that is essentially the
modem. These cards have great diagnostics
and error correction. Documentation for the
system is excellent and with alittle practice
you can configure and move cards as needed.
The linear and compressed audio cards
offer options like single-channel operation
and bandwidth limitation of 7.5 kHz. This is
helpful if you need only one channel and
can save some time slots for afaster LAN
connection.
The LAN cards are amust for all systems. Not only can we find that PDF for
our transmitter while at the site and save
that log to our network, but we also can
use our LAN cards to transfer audio to an
off-site backup ENCO Systems workstation.
We have four workstations at the four
main transmitter sites with current audio
from the studio ENCO system. This is nice
to have for peace of mind in the event disaster strikes.
The main advantage to the T1 systems
through Intraplex is expansion. You can
start with asingle audio channel and build
up to bidirectional multichannel audio and
control.
Sure beats that ol' 950 link.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Harris Corp. in Ohio at (513) 4593400 or visit www.broadcastharris.com.
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APT Has WorldNet Oslo
For HD Radio, 5.1 Apps
APT says the WorldNet Oslo is suitable for 5.1 contribution and distribution applications, FM, DAB and HD Radio applications and transporting content over an El, Tl
or IP link. On a typical STL configuration, six 15 k stereo duplex programs can be
delivered over one El or Tl circuit.
APT says WorldNet Oslo has two primary advantages: failsafe options that facilitate
audio availability under extreme circumstances, and the incorporation of Enhanced
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With a 1,600+ page catalog of the
NEWEST information 4 times a year, and
daily updates to over half a million products on-line, you can depend on Mouser
for easy ordering in nanoseconds!
NEW Products
NEW Technologie

mouser.com

(800) 346-6873

The NEWEST Semiconductors

NEW Supplier

Passives IInterconnects IPower IElectomechanical ITest, To

apt-X for delivery of audio with 48 kHz sampling frequency and 24-bit word resolution at alow coding delay.
A WorldNet Oslo frame transports up to 12 fully duplex audio channels, or 24 audio
channels in simplex mode.
Available options for the WorldNet Oslo include an IP transport card, and Quad
Encoder and Decoder modules offering four simplex channels per card.
The company says using aQuad Simplex Card along with afully duplex stereo card
provides a5.1 solution for broadcasters wishing to transport multichannel audio.
Additionally, the Ethernet interface can be used for WAN/LAN data transfer.
For more information, contact APT North America at (800) 955-APTX (2789) or
visit www.aptx.com.
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KFNW Likes
Kintronic Phasors
by Gary L. Ellingson, CPBE
Chief Engineer
KFNW(FM)
Northwestern College Radio
FARGO, N.D. Phasing equipment represents a considerable investment for
broadcasters. Even more important, phasing equipment needs to work reliably for
years controlling the operating parameters
for adirectional antenna system. Any compromise on the equipment used may set up
unfortunate engineers for years of frustration in maintaining an array.
Upon opening the box from Kintronic
Labs, customers can examine the layout of
components, precision interconnections
and routing, conservative ratings on components and excellent fit and finish on the
cabinetry. Things such as removable panel
shelving to hold the necessary bridge
equipment when servicing shows that this
equipment was designed by engineers who
have had to service and install phasing
equipment. That factor alone can mean a
lot in the middle of the night when the
array goes south.
The phasor itself is laid out well, with
clearly marked controls and intuitive positioning. The cabinetwork will please discriminating engineers, and the number of
service entrances and drop-down shelving
make maintenance more realistic.
Controller wiring is facilitated by
pullout drawers of labeled parts and terminal blocks that actually match the
schematics. Everything is in full view,
with plenty of front-panel status lamps
tracking every contactor action.
Installation wiring can be harnessed easily to the drawers making for afunctional and neat installation. Dual redundant
power supplies, both fused and shortcircuit protected, again demonstrates the
company's real-world approach.
But let's say the consultants have
arrived from afar and nothing tunes anywhere near the predicted values. What
now?
This actually happened on our recent
installation in Sioux Falls, S.D., though it
had nothing to do with Kintronic.
The geographical site for our five-tower
array was an installation challenge, some
of it marshy and swamp-like with an overall gently rolling contour. It was atower
installer's nightmare. The rolling contour
resulted in tower base differences varying
as much as one meter in order to make the
elevation at the top of each tower uniform.
This caused real problems in the inline
array and tuneup proved impossible.
A set of cold bridge measurements was
taken with actual empirical values and
sent to the engineering team at Kintronic.
Days later a box of components arrived

with instructions on where to mount and
where to substitute and the array tuned up
as it should. A combination of actual
experience in directional antenna systems
and some sophisticated computer modeling equipment cannot be beat when facing the challenges of directional antenna
systems.
For more information, including pricing, contact Kintronic Labs in Tennessee
at (423) 878-3141 or visit www.kintronic.com..

KFNW's Kintronic Labs phasor. Ellingson was pleased with 'the layout of
components, interconnections and routing, conservative
ratings on components and excellent fit and finish on the cabinetry.'
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Enhanced data on your FM, HD Radio and Internet streams can
make your station more competitive. Only BE offers broadcasters
complete, fully functional and affordable data solutions. The Radio
Experience is ascalable set of hardware, software and services
that make it easy to feed branding, program information, traffic
and weather... even content associated text ads and promotions.
Whether you want basic " now playing" RDS text, playlist related
e- commerce on your website or any of the dozens of data
possibilities, BE's got you covered!
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LBA Technology, Inc is your
proven supplier of innovative,
digital- ready AM antenna systems.
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These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
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and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Mouel
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to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
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New! Dual Digital Distribution!
Henry's new dual- mode Digital DA 2X8 can be either a 1X8, or a pair of 1X4s.
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D616G Aids in Ionospheric Study
BAE Systems Picks Continental Transmitters
For Array Devoted to Atmospheric Research
by Steve Floyd
BAE Systems Chief Engineer
HAARP Research Station
GAKONA, Alaska The ionosphere is
the canvas on which the Aurora Borealis, or
Northern Lights, is painted on the night
skies of the far north. But those undulating
tapestries of color are merely byproducts of
the greater forces stored in the Earth's
upper atmosphere, where atoms are ionized
by energy from the sun's radiation, often
called the solar wind.
Ionospheric research has significant value in radio science activities such as highfrequency signal propagation prediction
and modeling, underground and underwater
radio communications, satellite communications and even in technologies that don't
yet exist, like ground-penetrating radar.
That's why, in the early 1990s, the U.S.
government launched the High-Frequency
Active Auroral Research Program, aplanar
array of 180 radio transmitters and antennas dedicated to upper-atmospheric and
solar-terrestrial research.
Northern Exposure
The HAARP facility is located near
Gakona, Alaska, an opportune location to
accomplish pioneering ionospheric
research. Tt this latitude, the Auroral Oval,
aring of magnetic currents naturally running through the ionosphere around the
North Pole, is directly overhead ahigh percentage of the time.
BAE Systems Advanced Technologies
division in Washington, D.C., is the prime
contractor designing, installing and operating the HAARP facility.
When the HAARP project was
launched, an evaluation of several transUSER
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mitter manufacturers revealed that
Continental Electronics Corp. was the
best equipped to meet our needs, not
only in terms of design experience and
manufacturing capability, but also in

mitter remarkable in its performance and
durability.
The 180-element transmitter portion of
the HAARP system supplies adual 10-kW
RF output to each of the crossed dipole
antennas, which are organized in a36-acre
planar array to accomplish radiated power
beam focus and beam steering.
The transmitters operate within acon-

Steve Floyd checks the transmitters from his laptop.
terms of the company's willingness to
work with us to design and build a
unique HF radio transmitter.
The HAARP transmitter is required to
provide low-distortion AM, FM, Pulse and
CW modulation modes of operation, an
automatic output impedance matching section (antenna tuner) and extremely low harmonic and spurious content. Given the
remoteness of the facility and the extreme
environmental conditions in Alaska, the
reliability and overall build of the transmitter also were important.
The engineers at Continental understood
the overall technical requirements of the
HAARP HF transmitter long before anyone
else really did, and they designed atrans-

tinuous frequency range of 2.8 MHz to
10 MHz, which lies in the HF portion of
the RF spectrum, although HAARP only
operates in authorized frequency bands
on a non-interference basis to other
users.
In each custom HAARP transmitter,
Continental employed two Eimac
4CX10,000D ceramic/metal tubes connected in push-pull and operated in class AB1,
grounded grid, for ahigh degree of linearity
in each of the two independent 10 kW outputs. They are configured as dual 10 kW
output systems in order to feed the crossed
dipoles on each 80-foot tower, establishing
control of E-Field polarization. Each 10
kW amplifier side is solid-state up to the 1

BATH, N.Y. A while back we needed
a directional antenna. Family Life
Network had been granted a construction permit for a4 kW directional pattern with the prospect of going to 11
kW directional in the near future.
A friend of mine, Mark Humphrey,
told me Ishould look into Shively
Labs for the antenna. We arranged a
trip to Bridgton, Maine after exchanging a few phone calls and receiving
information sheets from the plant.
The antenna was on the test range and it
was aperfect time of year in May, when
the road had just been opened for travel up
to the summit of nearby Mount
Washington. This was before the fire and
Marty Engstrom was still working on the
mountain. Mark had arranged for avisit
with Engstrom on Mount Washington for
atour of the radio and TV facilities.
Six years later Ihave just taken
delivery of my fourth antenna from
Shively Labs. The same people are still
there from when Ifirst visited the fac-

37

kW power level.
Due to the system's high effective radiated power, the HAARP transmitter was
required to have an extremely low harmonic and spurious output of -80 dBc in the
HF spectrum, - 120 dBc in the VHF spectrum and an incredible - 150 dBc in the 88
to 200 MHz band (-dBc is dB down from
maximum CW power).
The Continental Electronics transmitter
meets this requirement; this is an incredible
performance level given that astandard
broadcast transmitter is rated at -60 dBc in
this emissions area.
We are housing the transmitters in 30
heated shelters located within the antenna
array, under the elevated antenna ground
screen, with six transmitters per shelter.
The transmitters are air-cooled by acommon blower in each shelter, with heated
exhaust air mixed with outside filtered air
to maintain a +55 degrees Fahrenheit cooling air input temperature.
Construction of HAARP began in 1993
with 18 transmitters installed, and then
expanded to 48 transmitters installed and
operating in 1998. The facility is undergoing its final expansion, with 132 additional
transmitters in production at Continental in
Dallas and subsequent installation at the
HAARP site.
By the time we are finished in late 2006,
we will have 180 of the Continental
Electronics model D616G transmitters
operating in a 180-antenna phased array
with amaximum ERP of about 96 dBW.
Continental Electronics has been exceptional in all stages of the HAARP project.
They not only had the experience for meeting our specifications but were able to
anticipate potential problems and build
their transmitters to avoid them. In fact, at
some extreme beam-pointing angles the
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) presented to some transmitters is aterrible 6to- 1, and the transmitters withstand this
with ease.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Continental Electronics Corp. in
Dallas at ( 214) 381-7161 or visit
www.contelec.com.

area. When Ifirst contacted Shively
with my request, the company said the
pattern was alittle tough to build. After
some conversation back and forth, we
thought to lower the power in the main
lobe in order to broaden the pattern and
get what we wanted in the null.
signal in downtown Scranton.
tory and test range. While the antenna
A directional antenna was necessary so
Shively is willing to spend the time
is on the test range, they fax test patwe called Shively. The directional FM
on paper and on the test range to
terns to me and call me to discuss the
accomplish desired results.
antenna design process benefits if we can
results. We then decide if the areas of
Ihave Shively Labs working on an
design asite from scratch. Tower size and
importance are fulfilled while still prointeresting project for our station in
orientation are just as important as the
tecting the null areas.
Arcade, N.Y., WCOF(FM). The structure
antenna. The coordination of the tower
we are using is aprevious Western Union
In need of direction
and antenna is a huge advantage to the
tower consisting of two bridged towers
The project at hand this summer was
outcome of the project.
260 feet in height but separated by 30 feet.
Shively ran some tests on the pattern,
for a directional
antenna
for
Because of the close proximity of the
Carbondale, Pa. Ioriginally filed for a which helped in determining the necesfrequency for Carbondale in 1998 and
sary tower to produce the one Iwanted. I second tower, the effects to the pattern
were important. An advantage to using
Shively for this project is that its test
range uses scale models of the tower
he directional FM antenna design process
sections and antennas.
In the situation of the dual tower strucbenefits if we can design a site from
ture, it was easier to perform the test on
scratch. Tower size and orientation are just as
scale models. Two tower sections with a
42-inch face width could have been costimportant as the antenna.
prohibitive if done in full scale. Using the
scale models allows more available time
for the actual testing, which in turn prowas granted a construction permit in
was able to design the tower to meet the
duces more possible patterns from which
antenna design, not the other way around.
October of 2004. In June of 2005 acolto choose.
Using a6810 and orienting it to the face
lege station in Scranton moved their
For more information, including
as well as mounting it according to the
frequency. That enabled us to move our
pricing, contact Shively Labs in Maine
test patterns went along way.
site to alocation close to Scranton.
at (207)647-3327 or visit www.shively.
In this case, our main concentration
The pattern was going to be tight but
com. to
we were pleased with the potential for a of population was in the deepest null

Family Life, Shively Design Antenna
by Jim Travis
Chief Engineer
Family Life Network
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Bext Enables AM Synchronous Operation
Spurious Emissions, Expensive Repairs Prompt
WAPA to Choose a Different STL Solution
by Jorge G. Blanco-Galdo
Operations Manager
and VVifredo G. Blanco-Pi
Licensee and Chief Engineer
%NAPA Radio Network
PUERTO RICO Five years ago we
made a good decision. We changed to
Bext STLs from a previous STL brand.
We have replaced 15 STL transmitters
and 15 STL receivers. You might wonder
why we made such ahuge investment.
We are electrical, broadcast engineers
in Puerto Rico. Twenty years ago we
began experimenting with synchronous
AM stations. We now successfully operate two main stations: WAPA(AM) 680
kHz, San Juan, Puerto Rico; and
WISO(AM) 1260 kHz, Ponce, Puerto
Rico; and three high-power experimental
synchronous stations on 680 and 1260
kHz, all of them licensed to main cities
around the island — WA2XPA, Arecibo
on 680 kHz, and WI2XSO Mayaguez
and WI3XSO Aguadilla, both on 1260
kHz.
The Bext system has permitted us to
improve and expand the signal of our allnews network island-wide without investing millions of dollars to buy other stations. Even better, the three synchronized
stations are unattended.
Synchronicity
eitchm ed good frequency synchronization using a 10 MHz reference signal
received from the Naval GPS Satellite at
all five transmitter sites. The 10 MHz reference signal was transformed into the
operating frequency of the stations.
Audio synchronization was achieved
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using audio delay equipment to compensate for the delay introduced by the
microwave links.
The concept of synchronization is an
excellent one, but to make it work you
need reliable, quality STL and TSL links.
Our previous Su_ brand just kept failing.
Almost every day we had to rush to fix
one of those old STL transmitters or
receivers.
Some typical frequent troubles were
the open plate, air dielectric capacitors
failing because of dirt, and also the
expensive proprietary final power transistors we could only buy from the original
STL manufacturer — the last one cost
me $350, labor not included. The old
brand of STLs also was unstable and didn't have areliable 10-watt output power.
Spurious emissions were frequent too.
And one must also keep in mind how
time-consuming it is to look for crystals
and tune the units every time you have to
change frequency on non-frequency agile
STLs like the ones we used to have.
It became clear to us we needed abetter alternative. After researching what
other equipment was available on the
market, we chose Bext and began replacing our old STLs with its STLs.
Bext frequency agile STLs have
proven to be reliable — the power output
will be exactly where you set it when you

come back. No problems with unstable
frequency or spurious emissions; no need
to replace crystals; and you don't have to
open the equipment to change frequency.
You can change the frequency of operation in seconds from the front panel, with
no need to tune anything.
The front panel also includes the necessary readouts for modulation, power
and status of all internal functions, and
the direct digital display showing the
operating frequency is definitely a plus.
TECH

Also the user easily can calibrate modulation and power from the front panel.
The connectors are marked clearly on
the rear panel. Bext STLs can operate on
120 V or 220 V, and with the most recent
models you don't have to set the voltage
selector — they have a full- range AC
power input that will take in, and work
with, any voltage from 110 V to 245 V.
They also have a24 V DC input capability if you want to power them from a
DC source instead, or connect a battery
to allow the unit to keep working during
an AC power outage.
For more information, including pricing, contact Bext in San Diego at (619)
239-8462 or visit www.bext.com.

UPDATE

Stabiline SEG Converts
Incoming AC to DC
Superior Electric says its SEO Series Stabiline true regenerative online UPS provides
protection against power problems like surges, noise, sags and brownouts by converting
the incoming AC utility voltage to aregulated DC voltage. From this DC voltage, anew
...‘C voltage is regenerated, providing aregulated power source to the equipment.
The company says this solid-state generation function differentiates atrue regenerative
online UPS from other line-interactive and off-line designs, which leave sensitive equipment connected to dirty utility power until the UPS has time to sense the utility (high or
low) voltage levels and switch to the inverter.
SEO Series UPS models include Input Power Factor Correction, which reduces the
amount of current demanded from the building's wiring system. Additionally, the series
incorporates microprocessor technology that enables internal UPS control and management.
With the supplied software, SEO Series UPS models support unattended shutdown,
management, data logging and self-diagnostics. The software supports Windows 95, 98,
NT, 2000, Novell Netware and Linux.
An optional SNMP,HTIP agent board is available by providing remote management
and monitoring over an Ethernet LAN, WAN or the Internet using a 10Ba.seT-type connection. The SNMP,HTTP agent installs via an available option port.
SEO Series models support the addition of optional external battery, charger packs,
and can be configured for use as international voltage and frequency converters with a
factory modification and the addition of an external input transformer.
For more information, including pricing, contact Superior Electric in Connecticut at
(860) 585-4500 or visit www.superiorelectric.com.

.Full line of
HD Radio Accessories:
:Circulators, Mask Filters,
:Reject Tuners, and
:Rigid Components.
JAMPRO ANTENNAS/RF SYSTEMS, INC. • P.O. Box 292880 • Sacramento, CA 92829 USA

Phone (916) 383-1177. Fax (916) 383-1182

www.jampro.com

Your Partner for HD Radio Solutions
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PLFM-100 Card Drops In on WFJV
When the Station Found Itself With a Damaged
Exciter, the Chief Turned
by Frank Vela
Chief Engineer
WFJV(FM)
CRYSTAL RIVER, Fla. WFJV(FM)
operates with a small budget. Both the
purchase of new equipment and the flexibility of funds fall into the same limitations. When this happens, compromises
have to be made. These can become troublesome when we are making crucial
decisions.
Once Ihad just finished an air shift
at WFJV and while driving through
town Inoticed the station had gone off
the air. Iassumed there was a power
interruption and it would be restored in
a moment. The station did come back
but with an abnormal amount of noise
USER

With no exciter available to borrow,
WFJV now had aserious problem.
to JT Communications
JT Communications of Ocala, Fla.,
mixed with its audio content.
offers the Model PLFM-100 exciter
A quick change of direction, and Iwas
module, a drop- in upgrade board that
racing to the transmitter site.
replaces the modulated oscillator, PLL
The station was popping on and off
logic and preRF stages of an exciter. It
the air during the 10- minute drive,
produces +20 dBm ( 100 mW) into a50which seemed more like 10 days. When
ohm load, is frequency agile and operIfinally reached the transmitter site I ates at 12 VDC. The manufacturer profound that the PLL board was going out
vides the instructions for installation,
of lock. The board was not easily
operation, schematic and parts list for
repairable because it used surfacethe unit. Icalled the company and after
mounted components.
speaking with Jim Trapani, Idecided to
After a drive back to the studio, I purchase the card.
contacted the manufacturer of the
The PLFM-100 card arrived quickly
exciter and explained the situation.
and the instruction manual directed me
They told me Iwould have to ship the
to install the card into the last PA amplifier stage. We removed the old PLL
exciter to them, and Inearly gasped
when they told me the cost to repair —
board and drilled new holes to match the
and that it would be two weeks before
holes to the PLFM-100. We then conwe would get it back.
nected the power and RF connections to

REPORT

ERI Tapped for New Master Antenna
Hancock Building FM Broadcasters Select
ERI for Replacement Antenna, Support for Tower
by Keith Warner
Chief Engineer
Bonneville International Corp.

in the past. This turned out to be one of their
most important contributions to the project.
We now had amanufacturer and aplace
we had leased for our antenna, but there was

engineers and installation supervisors. This
was turning out to be amuch larger job than
a simple FM antenna. After numerous
mechanical studies, it was decided the bottom section of the tower could not be reinforced enough for the new loads as was originally thought, and needed to be replaced —
another job for ERI.

CHICAGO In 1970 when it was first
installed on the John Hancock building in
Chicago, the Alford master antenna and
combiner were cutting-edge technology for
FM broadcasting. This was one of the first
major combined FM antenna systems in the
country, designed by the company that had
built the master FM system for the Empire
State Building.
Considering the antenna is mounted on
the 12-foot-diameter tower pylon that supports the tower, it performed quite well.
During the 1980s the Hancock FM
broadcasters started to realize there were
better options, especially in comparison to
the new FM antennas that had since been
mounted on the Sears Tower. We started to
research replacement antennas, but at the
time were stopped from purchasing one
because there was no more available tower
space on the Hancock building. We couldn't
put anew antenna in the existing space
without excessive downtime, which was
unacceptable to the stations.
Movin' on up
Fast-forward 15 years, and the FM broadcasters were now negotiating new leases
with the building, and negotiating for a
space for anew master FM antenna on the
towers 200 feet higher than the present
antenna
When the group of stations got together to
discuss antenna plans, after we had alease
for the new spot on the tower, everyone
agreed on ERI for the antenna manufacturer.
Most everyone in the group had positive
experiences in the past with ERI, and was
impressed with the ERI full-scale test range,
for documentation of real-world antenna
performance.
Idon't think that at this time anyone was
considering the mechanical and tower
design and manufacturing capabilities of the
company — just thinking of the good antenna performance ERI had provided for them

Thomas B. Silliman, RE., president and CEO of ERI, and
the author on top of the Hancock building.
nothing there to which to mount an antenna
Under the terms of their lease, tenants who
had left the building had removed their
antennas, which also were structural parts of
the tower. The remaining tower topped out
about 75 feet below the height at which our
antenna was to be mounted. We needed a
75-foot tower to be constructed 1,300 feet
above ground.
To complicate matters, three television
antennas were to be mounted above the FM
antenna location.
At this time the building and the television stations above us also hired ERI to be
the tower designer, manufacturer, structural

After many months of design studies and
permit applications, we finally had adesign
approved. ERI patiently did numerous load
studies, as it seemed each time we applied
for apermit, the city would ask for something else. ERI came through with everything we needed for permitting. When the
installation finally started, ERI played a
great role in interfacing with all of the trades
involved and the manufacturers of the television antennas.
The antenna we purchased is atwo-level,
three- around, dual- feed, cog Model
COG320P-2. However it is mounted to a
structure designed by ERI to be astructural

Radio World
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our exciter.
After all the adjustments mentioned
in the instruction manual were completed, power was turned on. Within two
hours we were back on the air sounding
better than before.
The signal-to-noise ratio was actually better than that of the original PLL
board. A look at our composite signal
on an oscilloscope revealed that our
modulation was louder due to our old
exciter actually producing LF tilt on the
processed waveform. The PLFM-100
resulted in aflat, controlled waveform,
which allowed us to re-evaluate our
processing chain.
This was the cost-effective way to go.
Although the part list uses common
components, service is easy, as integrated circuits are on sockets; and spare
parts are available readily. Irecommend
the PLFM-100 to any station that needs
an upgrade or retrofit.
For more information, including pricing, contact JT Communications in
Florida at ( 352) 236-0744 or visit
www.jtcomms.com.

•

piece of the tower, to support three television
antennas above us, and with ahollow center
section to allow transmission lines to pass
through our aperture to the upper antennas
without affecting the FM pattern, which was
tested on ERI's range.
ERI also provided the power divider and
a6-inch patch panel to allow either half of
the antenna to be used in an emergency, and
a9-inch motorized coax switch to switch
between the new ERI antenna and the former master antenna, which was kept as an
auxiliary.
Near the antenna's installation time,
Robert Rose of ERI approached me with an
idea to give the antenna separate digital and
analog feeds, both connected to the same
elements but which would radiate in opposite circular polarizations, to accommodate
HD Radio. We sent the elements back for
retrofitting and another range test. Finally
our antenna was installed and operational,
and ERI was there to do the final testing and
tuning.
Case in point
Once we were broadcasting we agreed
the coverage was improved from our old
antenna, with many less dead and multipath
areas. But one example really shows the
improvement.
One of the radio stations had aterrible
reception area — right where the PD lives.
(Why does this always happen?) The problem was so severe they were shopping for a
location to place abooster. After the new
antenna went online, the problem area went
away and they dropped the booster idea.
During 2004 the stations were beginning
to install HD Radio, and we were ready for
it. Stations chose different ways of implementing digital, and Ibelieve we were the
first location in the country to be broadcasting HD Radio by three different methods
into the same antenna: low-level combined,
high-level combined and back-fed through
the combiner into the antenna's digital input.
For this installation at alandmark site,
ERI not only provided an excellent FM
antenna solution, but did the tower design,
load studies, manufacturing and field installation supervision for acomplex multiplayer
job with skill and patience. We are about to
sign acontract with them to replace the original 35-year-old antenna we are using as an
auxilary with anew ERI.
For more information, including pricing,
contact ERI in Indiana at (812)925-6000 or
visit www.eriinc.com.
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SurgeX Adds Advanced
Series Mode to 1 RU Units
SurgeX says it has reengineered its 1RU surge protectors and power conditioners to
feature an Advanced Series Mode surge suppression and power conditioning technologies
such as Impedance Tolerant EMURFI filtering, SurgeX ICE inrush current elimination and
COUVS catastrophic over/under-voltage shutdown.
The
company
says
Advanced Series Mode technology is the latest generation
of its Series Mode circuitry,
which uses an inductor as the
first surge suppression component to intercept and contain destructive surge energy.
It does not rely on metaloxide varistors as asacrificial
component, and creates no ground-wire contamination or common-mode surges.
There are five 1RU models: the SX1115, SX II15-RL, SX1115-RT, SX1120-RT and
SX1215, all of which incorporate Advanced Series Mode and Impedance Tolerant
EMURFI filtering. RT and RL models also feature SurgeX ICE inrush current elimination
and COUVS catastrophic over/under-voltage shutdown.
The company says SurgeX ICE handles problems typically encountered when powering up large power amps and multicomponent systems, smoothing out inrush current
spikes to prevent blown circuits. COUVS shutdown turns off within a half-cycle of an
over-voltage event, won't false trigger on transients and restores power when line voltage
has returned to normal.
SX1115 surge suppressors are 15-amp load-capable. The SX1120-RT accepts 20-amp
loads, and the SX1215 is for 240-volt applications. Each model has eight grounded AC
receptacles on the rear panel, with six switched and two always on. Both R and RT models also provide afront-panel courtesy outlet.
Additionally, the SX1115-RL has two Neutrik XLR connectors for Littlite gooseneck
lamps to provide dimmable illumination of equipment racks in studios. The SX1115-RT
has aremote turn-on capability for use in integrated power distribution systems.
For more information, including pricing, contact SurgeX in Pennsylvania at (215) 7661240 or visit www.surgex.com.

AzEP SureShot Has Antenna
Tracking, GPS Time
The SureShot II-Microwave from Arizona Engineered Products is asolid-state computer-based antenna positioning system that uses an internal GPS module and an external antenna-mounted sensor module to orient an ENG microwave antenna toward afixed receiver site.
The company says it is suitable for mobile microwave applications. Positioning accuracy is

SuperLink Produces
MPEG Audio for Internet
The SuperLink from Musicam USA is arackmount Sil and audio/data gateway that
connects to Ti, El, ISDN, X.21 and V.35 transmission networks.
It produces single- or multichannel MPEG 3audio for Internet or UP network streaming
when used with aseparate server; and supports uni- and bi-directional transmission of up to
four mono or two stereo audio programs plus multiple data channels.
SuperLink streams audio over LAN, WAN, DSL or ATM. Audio may be received over Ti
or El and streamed via SuperLink.
It also supports Musicam-enhanced MPEG Layer 2, MPEG Layer 3, G.722, J.41 (384
kbps mono), 157 (for near-zero compression, near-zero delay transmission via El) and multiple modes of TI linear audio. Remote control and control code updates are by way of UP or
RS-232.

SuperLink Rear Panel
The company also offers its Musicam TEAM El audio multiplexing transmission system,
which it says provides auniversal audio transmission system for El leased lines. Modular
construction and support of linear and multiple audio coding standards make it suitable for
Sil use.
Features include up to 12 mono or six stereo programs over one El line; linear, uncompressed, low-delay audio for Sil; MPEG layer 2and Layer 3; integrated automatic functions; six open slots for combinations of the following plug-in modules: encoder, decoder and
X.21 module.
SuperLink and TEAM support the J.42 algorithm and multiple sample rates and data rates
for PCM (uncompressed) linear audio, as well as MPEG 2, MPEG 3, G.722, J.41 and J.57.
The company says anew Wmdows remote control program is available for SuperLink and
TEAM; afree download can be found on its Web site.
For more information, contact Musicam USA in New Jersey at ( 732) 739-5600 or visit
www.musicamusa.com.

Tunwall TRC Series
Protects Tx, Test Loads
Tunwall Radio says its TRC series controllers protect transmitters and coaxial switches
by way of atimed sequence that removes RF power, moves the switch and verifies the position before RF power is restored. There also is protection for atest load, as the controller's
load interlock circuit does not allow the off-air transmitter to operate unless the load's air or
water is running.

SureShot Il
typically +/- one degree horizontally and vertically.
Receive site coordinates are stored in nonvolatile memory and are used in conjunction with
truck location data from the GPS module to calculate aiming information. SureShot then controls the antenna's pan/tilt to position the antenna toward the selected receive location.
As an option, SureShot can provide continuous antenna tracking capabilities to enable signal relay to or from an airborne platform.
The system displays GPS-accurate time on its LCD panel. Because many stations also like
alarge digital clock in the vehicle, the GPS clock output option equips SureShot with astandard output to control the clock. AzEP also can provide the digital clock, and says the installation is plug-and-play.
For more information, including pricing, contact Arizona Engineered Products at (520)
891-5858 or 11\ ii www.azep.us.

HVPSI Surge Arresters
Use One MOV Per Pole
The Surge Protection Device or Secondary Surge Arrester from High Voltage Power
Solutions Inc. is aMetal Oxide Varistor-based hardwired unit, often referred to as alightning arrester.
It is suitable for protecting electrical equipment from the effects of voltage transients
caused by lightning, utility switching, insulation arcing, electrical motor cycling and other
large or sudden changes in the electrical power flow on incoming AC power lines.
The HVPSI surge arresters use asingle MOV per pole to reduce potential load balancing/sharing problems during operation. When asurge causes the voltage on the AC system
to exceed its normal value, the arrester "clamps" or holds the voltage. The transient energy
generated during the spike is absorbed or diverted until the surge passes. The company says
the devices require no maintenance or "resetting" following asurge.
For more information, including pricing, contact HVPSI in Dallas at (972)248-7691 or
visit www.hvpowersystems.com.

TRC-2
The TRC controllers feature afront-panel flow chart graphic with indicators that clarify
RF connections. Graphics and labels are engraved into the anodized aluminum panel.
The TRC-1 is an FM or AM non-directional controller. It is suitable for one coax switch
or 120 V AM contactor, two transmitters, one antenna and adummy load.
The TRC-2 is an FM or non-directional AM dual controller. It is suitable for two coax
switches or two 120 V AM contactors, two or three transmitters and two antennas.
The key switch selected auto function will transfer to the aux transmitter upon failure of
the main transmitter. The dummy load ready light works with the load interlock logic for
automatic load protection. Coaxial switches or AM contactors are connected to the 9-pin
amp connector. Remote control, transmitter and load connections are to the barrier strip terminals. Cable tie mounts are provided for terminal strip wiring.
The TRC-3, athree-switch controller, is for combined FM transmitter systems. It is suitable for three coax switches, one antenna and acombiner/injector. Logic for athird transmitter is programmed on this controller. The key switch selected auto function transfers to
separate transmitter 1or 2mode if either fails.
The TRC-3 also can be used with afourth switch accessory controller for combined
transmitter systems with two antennas.
For more information, contact Tunwall Radio in Ohio at (330) 995-9642 or visit
www.tunwallradio.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

AcousticsFirst T,= 888-965-2900

ruli product

me for sound

cored & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
70INERS/CABLES

COMPLETE

MONITORS

FACILITIES

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STL/TRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
.
•You Know We Know Redid S

WANT TO SELL
EMI 10 Bay FM Antenna on the
ground- Ready for Pickup. Call for
picttres $2500 Visa/MC Bob May
66e-885-6141

AM Ground Systems
Ra7'able, On-time Installation
Quality Workrnanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

DANGER
A
A
NO ENTRY FOR ANY PURPOSE
II TRAINED

PERSONNEL

0110

DO NOT TOUCH TOWER

L

AWN RF VINTAGES
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CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
Autogram Mini Mix 12A, Great
shape, works fine 12 channel $1500 - Mark Taylor 417-451-5636
WANT TO BUY
Ampex AM-10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
FURNITURE
WANT TO

SELL

Beautiful Studio Furniture!
Used Harris Studio Furniture
Package. Call for Details 702304-9566

Photae Number

FCC Signs or AM and FM towers
Guy Wile Protectors- Antenna Tags
Anterina ID Products
610-458-8418
antennalDomsn.com
www.antewnalD.com

You're
rtellêt place!

(INCLUDES ON-AIR)

RoeL Ukorld.
Broadcast Equipment Exchange

rVANT TO SELL

LIMITERS/AUDIO

ûbx 286A Mic/Preamp Processeor
5100. Visa/MC Bob May 660-8856141

PROCESSING

Orban
2000
Digital
Audio
Processor In service 16 monthworks perfectly Will pay shipping.
$2400 Visa/MC Bob May 660-885E141
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
Arrakis Digilinf; Gemini 1, DL- D1-1A2
TS- 8C - in operation until recently.
Call Robert 417-883-9180 for pricing.
Now available, radio automation
for the Lino operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
Visit digitaldevelopnnentnet and
click on RADIO AUTOMATION for
sceen shots. The software is free,
there is asmall duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.
Midi° Vault 100 System with 5.2
upgrade, 2 New Audio cards plus
spares, new power Supply, AV100
server, On Air Computer, 2
Produetion computers and more.
Best offer. Two Rivers Comm. Inc.
(301) :365-1955.

REMOTE

&

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MICROPHONES

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage
• Create stunning "real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP,

WANT TO SELL

Okamura/Hata and FCC with Probe 3.

Marti Digital CellCast, 1 yr old
Perfect Condition. Great for
Remotes broadcasting anywhere.
- 4channel internal mixer. Cell or
hard land line $3300 when new.
Price $2500. - Call Matt at 864621-6230

• Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMCommandlm.
• Prepare AM skyways and groundwave allocations
studies and map FCC contours with AM-ProTe.
• Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain- 3D.
Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www.v-soft.com ( 800)T4-3684

SOFTWARE/
DATABASES
Stream your remotes over the
internet!
Cheap,
reliable,
automatic with our software.
Visit
www.blockweb.com/
freemanlabs/autostream or call
512-461-8233
STATIONS

1000 Watt AM Station in southern
West Virginia - in the heart of ATV
activities.. includes
Land,
Building and Tower! 304-3275651 Rudy Jennings - Call for
photos and price.
Profitable Small City 25kw FM
NEast in Canadian border area.
Nice
facility,
good
upside
$595,000. salesgroup@beld.net
or 781-848-4201.
Top 100 Market NEast AM
daytimer, low dial position, low
expenses,
good
population
coverage. Stick value $495,000.
salesgroup@beld.net or 781-8484201.

TRANSMITTER LINKS

MISCELLANEOUS

Marti STL-8 Transmitter and
Receiver. One set on 949.875, other
on 950.125 mhz $1200 or make
offer - Carl Haynes 601-573-2445

(STL) AND RPU
WANT TO SELL

WANTED: Diecast AMPLIPHASE
logo from top front of 1955-1966
vintage RCA 50kw AM transmitters
BTA-50G, BTA-50H or 50H1. The
logo is cast aluminum or stainless,
about 3feet long. Also if you have
the RCA ' meatball' logos ( each TX
had two, one on either side of the
AMPLIPHASE name) I'm interested
in those too. Please contact Bob
Savage, WYSL 1040, Box 236,
Avon, NY 14414-0236, ( 585) 3463000, savage@wys11040.com.

mulyince?

a

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO BUY

and Engineering Consulting

Iran

eâa RfiewL

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
s "You Know We Know Radio"

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625

new & rebuilt for Ekcen, Harris, CCA, C51,
McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Otnaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

COMMUNICATIONS

Eq orr

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

STUDIO-

11011110N MICIPArBei MID NAM 111100•13,

V

SIoft

Le CenreeiCatieS "

Loonq •Rc)

MICROWAVE

WANT TO SELL

ENI 4Bay FM
Tuned to 97.5,
:ncludes 100 ft of 15/8 coax +950
mhz Scala STL dish Call Robert
417-883-9180 foe pricing.
AUDIO PROCESSING

McMartin TBM-200 TMB 3500A,
FM Stereo Monitor 2pieces $300.
Call Mark Taylor 417-451-5636

Need 13" 0-3 RF Amps Blackface
meter in any condition. Mainly
need scale and housing. Resoring
transmitter for possible amateur
radio use. Price open. Call bill
robinson 601-693-1441

TAPES/CARTS/

Lcds
throauG%
îqœaCirâ ÍÍ1n®
del [Awe

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions,
not commercial LPs. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.
TEST &

Jo.

Look no further, you're in the right place!

Call today for

o ,:àULrld

current rates
8i deadlines!
703-998-7600,
ext. 154

31111.r. .".

Broadcas1 Equipment
Exchange

Call today for current rates and dea
703-998-7600„ ext. 154

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/ TRANSLATORS

A

COM C•RPOR

IN

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
1.5 KW
2.5 KW
5KW
6KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW
7+HD
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
35 KW
50 KW

1983
1984
1982
1995
1988
2001
1996
2005
1978
1991
1980
1982
1986
1990
1982

1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
12 KW
50 KW

1999
1983
1985
1982
1986
2000
1985

REELS/CDs
WANT TO BUY

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?

Used FM Transmitters
BE FM 1.5A
Continental 814R-1
Harris FM 5K
Henry 6000D
BE FM10A
Henry 10,0000-95
CCA 12,000G
Harris 216HD w/Dexstar
Collins 83162
Harris HT 20
CSI-T-25- FA (Amp Only)
Harris FM25K
BE FM30A
Continental 816R-58
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher
Used AM Transmitters
Omnitronix 1000A solid state
Harris MW1A Solid state
Continental 315R1
Harris MW5A
Harris MW108
Nautel XL12 Solid State
Continental 317 C2

Exciters
*New* 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
Used Continental 802A Exciter
New TV Transmitters- Anal«, and Diode
OMB 8. Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
Used TV Transmitter
5 KW UHF Harris Diamond CD Salid State
10 KW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30 KW UHF RCA TTU-30-A, CH 50
Used Misc. Eauipment
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S
Dummy Loads, 10 kW and 20 Ai
Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19 se/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase
Please visit our website for current listings.

MEASUREMENTS

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-73€1

Want to Buy

www.fmamtvcom • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.coun

Potomac RM-41, in good condition,
with recent calibration. Rich Biby 540882-4290 or rich@biby.net for price

RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

BEE
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
• FCC Applitalions and Field Engineering

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

EVANS
•S

sOC

I

A

I

I

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

S

•frequent v Searches and Coordination
•AM- FM-CAT V-ITES-1 PTV

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

•LMC Test 1ab-ECC and European ill (

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
Eniait. info.dowleng.i gum

651-784-7445

5844 Haman* Aviv. N., Shoreview, MN 55128

'9
'.1CATIONS TECHNOLOGIES INC
efAllwro11010AOCAS ,

OCkSul

— • • .',' FM, TV coverage & Upgrades
Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation ofihtfiirt,,r,r.rmif

ar ,d

Clarence M Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahi

P0 Box 1130
Tel ( 856)985-0077
Manton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124

e www.commtechrf.com

Fax (881) 784-7541

«•

•

Ication

Imp

Consultant-,

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ne

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Member AFCCE

www evansassoc com

FASTED_

FROM STOCK

MOREACCIMAHRAMICIVERME
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Nt e
s

WS11.1a11,11:1111.13.11121:77....

ltware for your PC

(8 00) 74 3-3 684
www.v-soft.com

FROM STOCK

210 S Main St. Thiensville. WI 53092. 12621 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6045

,

Doug Vernier

Teter

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

EXPERTS IN
TV • 07V Transition • Fil
- novas • RF Exposure

9049 Shady Grove COW'.
Gadhersbidg, MD 2505?

Mullaney
Engineering, Inc.
Membei

22 ( 5 Faraday Ave., Suite A

( 301)921-OM

Carlsbad, California 92008

Fax 1301) 590-975'
Madney'efIlUlleregr.cor ,

(760) 438-4420 Fax: 1760) 438-4759
c-mail: linkesurcom.com %% ch.

Visd us on the wet, at wow rodoOSOtt Corn
101 Oemorost Sp

PE, Gomorra. GA - )06-.771,1•6811

The Coverage Map Store

REALcoverage.com
Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

Scientific Broadcast
Technical Consultants
Since 1970
FM Engineering - FCC Applications
Upgrades, Frequency Search

Coverage Maps $69
812-738-3482

41.4,e4

imeeet

illimes!

For more information, including rates &

ADVERTISE HERE!

deadlines, fax Claudia Van Veen at

Space is available

+1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

trletee.10
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kreising@otherside.com
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Rae) W.rld

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only.
All other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment

Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below.
Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.
Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?

Ji

Yes

Signature

Call 703-998-7600

Nceeeeç-ç

11.

Please print and include
all information:

Are You a
Distributor?

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

pat,.

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Contact Name

Company/Station
Address

x

óx

13x

26x

105

100

95

I0-1 9 col inch ( per inch) $95

85

75

65

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

124

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

City/State
Zip Code

19 col inch ( per inch)

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on
aper word or per inch basis.

WTS J WIli -I Category:

Model:

Price:

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Price:

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2005

Title

Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

_

$110

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154, to
reserve space in the next issue.

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast

22041

L.I Nit)

Equipment Exchange • PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Tel: 703-998-7600, ext. 154 • Fax: 703-671-7409 • E-mail: cvanveeneimaspub.com

www.rwonline.com
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ECONCO NEW TUBES
New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

ECONCO
NEW

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

TO THE SMALL
4 .s.bext

«c%

619-239-8462
Transmitters
and Antennas

ei441
is

Softeeterie, Blandea& Pleduete
Television & FM

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmeng tubes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
402-493-1886
day
or
night,
swnv.goodridbenteeprues.com.

CSI
T- 1-A 100Q watt AM
Transmitter. Good Condition On
Air. $ 1200 or make offer - Carl
Haynes 601-573-2445

FM Exciters - STLS -

Gates FM 1K, Tuned to 94.3 100
tee i1 5/8" Coax ( airtight) Call
Robert 417-883-9180 for pricing.

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

S "You Know We Know Radio'

NEW

TUBE

C Electronics

leowRi?

Distributor of RF Components
,
\

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS. TRANSLATORS. MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK

/

''' C

(.>

RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

"

°

ISO 9001 Certified
S
OFF THE AIR?
S
Emergency Back-up Rentals

ECONCO

wvnei.econco.com

An International

Transmitters and Antennas
Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer
or Jimmie Joynt
Call us 800/279-3326

Single Phase 3C1 kw Plate
Trarsformer. New $2000 or make
offer'. Carl Haynes 601-573-2445

FAX + 1-530-666-7760

TUBES & COMPONENTS

TRANMITTERS/EXCITERSTTRANSLATORS VVTS ( Cont.)

lUer
FROM THE TALL

INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

TUBE

TEL: 800-532-6626

broadcasoe
f

equipnrie0•

vetea0

For more
information,
call Claudia at
703-998-7600 ext. 154.

Rcedi.e World
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The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

EEV
USA DISTHIEIUTO
' H

e‘ces

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

To Order:
1-800-881-2374

To advertise, call 703-998-7600 ext. 154
or e-mail: cvanveen@imaspub.com

Pei%

0.
un

%CI(

Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

3089 Deltona Blvd.

3:.2-1,88-2374

Spring Hill. FL 34609

PROMOTE YOUR
BUMS!

Pro-Tek®

SVETLANA

NEW POWER TUBES

Worldwide Availability

rug.,

I.

BEST SERVICE

Fax

12-043-9595

wv.».d.ndcrlectronic,rom

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
•••• «MUM.

14441

7.41r----.1.11C--..1.11

EMPLOYMENT
POSITIONS WANTED

HELP WANTED
Family owned company with all the
tools and resources seeks chief
itngineer for its Knoxville,TN cluster
of five FM's. The successful
candidate will possess 3 years
radio
broadcast
engineering
experience and lave apassion for
quality audio performance. This
position requires a thorough
knowledge of FCC rules and
regulations; current knowledge of
analog and digital technologies as
used in FM broadcast operation:
computer prcf iciency—hardware
and software; •Norking knowledge
of digital automation systems
(Scott Studios preferred) and studio
equipment; complete expertise in
the entire broadcast chain- audio to
RF: and be able to direct building
and facilities maintenance. The
candidate mist also have good
interpersonal skills with the ability
to manage capital projects. Send
letter and resume to Human
Resources, South Central Radio
Group, PO Box 27100, Knoxville, TN
37927 or email to HYPERLINK
"maitto:hrknox@sccradio.com"
hrknox@sccradio.com.

25+ years experience- MorningsNews- PD. Pleasant yet Authoritative Sound. Looking for final
home. Stability important, Easy
Listening/M.O.R. Format. All
offers considered! Larry Kay 717653-2500 anytime.
A creatively accelerated learner
searching for behind the scenes
employment.
Cool
Edit and
Copywriting experience. Will relocate
within Texas, and neighboring states.
Tracee
Green
817-703-9971
greens@sbcglobatnet
Recent ABS graduate looking to
get into the work of Radio. Have
learned alot, but wilting to learn
more. Hardworking and Professional. Carlos 405-410-7801
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified twoway radio technician, amateur
radio extra, seeks CE, asst. CE FIT,
P/T Contract, AM/FM, Cable, TV.
Contact:
Mitchell
Rakoff,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com 718969-5224

Brand new announcer ready for
my first gig. Trained in commercial
and news writing and production.
Willing to work hard and relocate.
Jasmine 405-850-0108
Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?
i( OU IRE

IN

THE RIGHT
PLACE'

Hardworking, easily motivated
broadcaster with numerous years
as Mobile DJ. Music knowledge,
on- air announcing, plus digital
production. Contact me at Jaue'
Patrick JauePatrick@gmaitcom or
817-676-8297
Motivated Announcer. Dependable, hard worker, with strong
work ethic, and driven to
accomplish goals. Great writing
skills/Cool Edit. Willing to relocate.
Heath
Davis
817-637-2468
betterthanheath@yahoo.com

703-998-7600 ext. 154

Radio station manager with over
30 years in broadcasting, nearly
half of that time in management,
seeks G.M. or station manager
position at CCM station in the
continental US. Please send details
about
your
opening
to:
radiomanager@charternet

Excited and Ready to work hard at
your radio station! Production, voices,
and comedy are my specialties, but
will do anything. Eric 405-482-5864
or bigmanpacetkegyahoo.com

Reliable, dependable, hardworking rookie grad of ABS seeks
employment in radio. Willing to
learn and get feet wet. Stephanie
Pera 405-659-1734

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
For more information.
call Claudia Van Veen at

OVERTISE YO
OYMENT AD e
EB SITE FOR
WORD!
ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

4iniine_com
/
1
rwww111111111
e
Call Claudia Van Veen for all the details at

±)i)
between 9-5 EST
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A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

26

Altronic Research

www.altronic.com

23

APT

29

Arrakis Systems Inc.

14

ATI

10

AudioScience, Inc.

36

Autogram Corporation

25

Axia - ATelos Company

3

Broadcast Depot

15

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com
www.bdcast.com

www.aptx.com
www.arrakis-systems.com
www.atiaudio.com
www.audioscience.com
www.autogramcorp.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.7bd.com

17

Broadcast Electronics

35

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

20

Broadcast Warehouse

www.bwbroadcast.com

21

BSW

4

Burk Technology

36

Circuit Werkes

32

Cke/Hvca

7

Comrex Corporation

1

Continental Electronics Corp.

36

Cortana

12

Dielectric Communications

www.dielectric.com

18

Digigram Inc.

www.digigram.com

4

Electronics Research, Inc.

36

Gorman Redlich Mfg

11

Harris Corporation

www.broadcast.harris.com

36

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

31

HHB/Sennheiser USA

8

Inovonics Inc

www.inovon.com

37

Jampro Antennas

www.jampro.com

6

Kintronic Labs Inc

www.kintronic.com

36

LBA Technology, Inc.

www.lbagroup.com

www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.rectifiers.com
www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com
www.cortanacorporation.com

19

Logitek

33

Moseley Associates

34

Mouser Electronics

9

Omnia - A Telos Company

5

Radio Systems, Inc

27

Scott Studios Corp./dMarc

24

Shively Labs

www.eriinc.com
www.gorman-redlich.com

www.sennheiserusa.com

www.logitekaudio.com

16

Sine Systems

13

Telos Systems - TLS Corp.

www.moseleysb.com
www.mouser.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.radiosystems.com
www.dmarc.net
www.shively.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.telos-systems.com

48

Vorsis

2

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

47

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

www.vorsis.com

Rodko Ube
The Newspaper for Radio Managers and

ineers

liut
7eaders ha
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I
read Radio World to stay current and to
see things from the perspective of my
station engineer. I
also enjoy the radio
history; it's good to know where the
bleeding edge once was.
Brent Gardner-Smith
Executive Director/Station Manager
Aspen Public Radio
Aspen, CO

WEIL
souno
vAgow.heilsound.com
PR40 largeDiometer Dynamic Slide
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Clear Channel:
Consolidation Scapegoat? ,
Iwasn't going to respond to the Clear
Channel shareholder letter or the initial
responses thereto, but seeing Ed Dulaney's
comments (
Reader's Forum, Oct. 12)
inspired me to make apoint Ithink is often
missed.
I've spent most of my vacation time over
the last 10 years driving Radio World contributing writer Scott Fybush around the
country. In that time, we've met with people
from nearly every major broadcast group in
the country — mostly engineers, but agood
number of programming and management
people as well.
Icannot think of anyone in those shops
who was less than courteous to us. Most
were committed and passionate broadcast
professionals — and that includes the Clear
Channel employees.

don't think my parents ever touched the tuning knob in 12 years living there.
Arguably, there are more formats available now in most markets than there ever
have been. But we must keep in mind that
most listeners are not media professionals.
The fact that Iam able to distinguish
among adult-alternative, modern AC, college
alt-rock and modern rock formats does not
mean that a60-year-old banker who just lost
his favorite classical station can do so. Thus,
this line of argument is not likely to convince
the people who complain about alack of format diversity; they simply can't hear the differences that are so important to us.
I'll readily admit Ican't distinguish
Spanish-language music formats.
Dulaney is incorrect in his repetition of
the oft-heard mantra, "If there were amar-

C

lear Channel is in the position it is
because management took advantage

of an opportunity that was, post-Telecom
Act, open to anyone. ... Had things turned
out differently, we might be complaining
about ABC or Greater Media today instead.
Dulaney is correct that opponents of
media consolidation pick on Clear Channel
unfairly. As the largest commercial broadcaster in the country, Clear Channel is an
easy target. Rarely do commentators consider why. Simply put: Clear Channel is the
company it is today because of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
The Telecom Act, in case we've forgotten, eliminated nationwide ownership caps
for broadcast licensees, in effect, changing
the economics of station ownership
overnight. (It would have had this effect
even if the existing, post-duopoly market
caps had remained in place.)
Clear Channel is in the position it is
because its management. and that of its predecessor companies, took advantage of an
opportunity that was, post-Telecom Act,
open to anyone. Its position only seems
unapproachable today because the company
did its engineering homework and beat out
the competition to buy the best signals. If
things had turned out differently, we might
be complaining about ABC or Greater
Media instead.
Dulaney's letter touches on another issue
that is frequently conflated with the consolidation question, but is really only apartial
and indirect consequence: diversity of formats (or perceived lack thereof).
Iwould invite readers to consider what
many small and medium markets were like
in the 1980s: two or maybe three CHRs (at
least one all-automated), acountry station or
two, perhaps aheritage AM barely hanging
on with full-service AC or oldies, an albumrocker or two, afull-time news-talker if you
were very lucky. There was no golden age
of format diversity.
Igrew up in just such amarket; it seemed
exciting to me because Iwas aCHR listener
and there was real competition for my ears. I

ket for (insert specialty format here), someone would be doing it." Managing aradio
station, like managing most other sorts of
companies, is an exercise in balancing risk
and reward. There may very well be amarket for afull-time polka station, perhaps
even enough to be profitable.
But thanks to consolidation — back to
the Telecom Act again! — most commercial
stations are now owned by large and often
publicly-held companies. It is not enough
for astation to be profitable; managers have
an obligation to their ownership to maximize the value of their assets, and for most
owners that means maximizing profits.
That's not to suggest that management
always makes the right choices: the format
fads that have swept the country over the
past decade, only to be replaced with the
next format fad ayear later, are evidence
enough of that.
To put it concretely, with examples from
my current home market: Bob Bittner can
put whatever programming he likes on his
station; he has no one to please but himself.
But the management at the Clear Channel,
Entercom and Infinity clusters have no such
luxury. Not only do they have an obligation
to operate in the public interest, for whatever
that's worth today, they have amore immediate obligation to their shareholders.
If there is blame to be assigned here, it
should correctly be laid at the feet of
Congress for making large media companies
possible. If you believe that some level of
consolidation was inevitable, like me, at least
be thankful that most of the people in this
business are still radio people at heart — and
start worrying about the next generation.
Garrett A. Wollman
Co-creator and Editor
TheArchives@BostonRadio.org
Framingham, Mass.
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Equipment ID
Ithought someone might be able to
identify some of the equipment in these
photos. They were all taken circa 1935 at
WTRC(AM) in Elkhart, Ind., where my
dad Kenneth N. Singleton was chief engineer. The station is still there and was
owned by the newspaper, The Elkhart
Daily Truth, with studios downtown in
the Elkhart Hotel.
Ialso have some recordings made
around that time. The disks are almost
unplayable now, but Idid manage to get
some of them dubbed to digital audio
files, but have not had time to clean them
up.
To share comments about these photos, please e-mail me at radioworld@
imaspub.com.
Tim Singleton
General Manager
WEKU(FM)
Richmond. Kv.

A photo of the outside of the transmitter building on Oakland Avenue.

Vicw from th u towur

Singleton's dad, second from left. The woman is
the studio musician, Ethel Geiss. The identities of
the other three gentlemen are unknown.

The interior of the transmitter building, with Singleton's father at the rack.

Another view from the tower

How to Submit Letters

Singleton's dad at the transmitter, make and model unknown. Singleton assumes this was the
inauguration of broadcasting because of the cleanliness of the building (compare to above photo).

Radio World welcomes your point of view on any topic related to the U.S. radio broadcast industry.
Letters should be 100 to 300 words long; the shorter the letter,
the better chance it will be published in full. We reserve the right to
edit material for space. Longer commentaries are welcome hut may
not reach print as quickly.
Include your name, address and contact information, as well
as your job title and company if appropriate.
Send letters via e-mail to radioworld@imaspub.com, with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field; fax to (
703) 8203245; or mail to Reader's Forum, Radio World. P.O. Box 1214,
Falls Church, VA 22041.
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COMMENTARY

In the U.K., Radio's Third Golden Age
Digital Offers ' One- to- One' Programming
And a Chance to Galvanize Creativity
by Ralph Bernard, CBE

ways of communicating with the public.
The third golden age of radio is driven by
Ralph Bernard, CBE, is the chief executhe arrival of digital and, as radio has always
tive officer of GCap Media, the United
exploited the personal experience of listenKingdom's largest commercial radio group.
ing, that one-to-one experience will be at the
The following is an abridged version of a heart of radio's success in the digital future.
lecture given by Bernard entitled,
The human contact, the touching of one
"Motivated to Broadcast: The Third Golden
mind by another, leads to alevel of satisfacAge of Radio," in London at the Royal
tion that's far in excess of the pleasure you
Geographic Society, Oct. 5, 2005.
get from listening to apre-selected, no-surprises procession of tunes on an iPod. The
Radio is the simplest, purest and, Ithink,
personal touch is increased by the fact that
noblest form of electronic entertainment
the greater choice offered by digital radio
and, ahundred years after its invention it is
means the station you listen to will fit your
still our widest-consumed and best-loved
tastes more exactly.
form of communication.
The radio of the digital future will be
We are in the midst of amedia revolution
your kind of music, presented by your kind
in which some have predicted the demise of
of people.
that most elegant of all media, the wireless. I
DAB digital radio now gives listeners
would argue the opposite is true. Multieverything they ever loved about radio, but
channel TV, the Internet, the iPod and the
adds so much more. With digital radio, it's
mobile phone are additional ways of conthe range of programs from both the BBC
sumers being entertained and informed and
and the commercial broadcasters that are
not simply alternatives to radio.
attracting new audiences.
The revolution is creatively led and is a
And, something listeners find even more
competition-driven revolution, powered by
remarkable, once you've acquired adigital
changes and developments which could not
radio this extraordinary range of programs is
have been dreamt of even just 10 years ago
absolutely free. No subscription or dial-up
but which, unmistakably are leading radio to
charges. In fact it's just like the radio used to
athird golden age.
be, but much better sound and with more
choice.
The personal touch'
Research shows that digital radio is
Throughout radio's three golden ages, the
already the number one way to listen to the
new ideas, the concepts that really rocked
radio in digital homes. Despite all the fuss
the boat, have come from the edge, from left
about listening through the TV or listening
field. For amainstream player there is no
on the Internet, digital radio listening already
incentive to come up with disruptive ideas.
exceeds both of these.
Doing something different, something risky,
What we learned from the first two goldis not something that big players welcome,
en ages was that listeners want something
indeed they often accidentally crush such
fresh and different, but they also want things
ideas at the outset.
that are familiar around them. It is equally
In the first golden age of radio, in the
important to consumers that existing local
1920s, broadcasts from overseas — from
stations go digital, so while there is spectrum
Luxembourg, Hilversum and Normandy —
space being made available for new stations,
added something extra alongside the familiar
we must be careful that we do the right thing
programs of the BBC. Those overseas
with it.
imports were the first example of creativity
Just as the overseas stations injected crecoming from the edge of the mainstream.
ativity from the edge of the mainstream in
With the arrival of television in the 1950s,
the 1920s and 1930s, and the pirates and
radio's first golden age started to fade, but in
commercial radio brought innovation in the
the 1960s the second golden age arrived
'60s and '70s, new digital stations are bringwith creativity that came not from overseas
ing forward radio like we've never heard
but from the sea itself, from pirate broadcastbefore.
ers moored just outside territorial waters.
There are the traditional stations of
That piece of creativity coincided with the
course, but there are also programs for the
invention of the transistor and its inclusion in
older market; there's aclassic rock channel,
the transistor radio.
there are black music and black interest
It was 1964 and the second golden age of
channels, Asian channels, stations for gay
radio was in full swing, with pirates playing
people and stations for children like Capital
pop music, pioneering new and unstuffy
Disney and Fun Radio.
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The creativity involved in the programming for these new stations is exciting producers everywhere. For the first time there is
spectrum space, allowing digital programming to offer many more channels than analog spectrum. This means that channels that
used to have be all things to all people need
not worry about catering for everyone on
one station; they can really target specific
new audiences that haven't had aplace on
the radio before.
An example from the GCap stable is
Chill, astation that takes asequence of cool
and chilled tracks to create avery specific
mood that's proving ahit with listeners.
Another example is Our Kind Of Music, a
jazz, American musicals and "songbook"
station we're trying out.
These two stations are the result of individual passion and creativity which we took
and nurtured within GCap. Radio needs to
celebrate people of new ideas and to encourage more creativity.
By the end of 2009, industry forecasts
predict more than 20 million digital radios
will have been sold — equivalent to ahousehold penetration of more than 40 percent of
the U.K. That's amore than 15-fold increase
in the number of radios — atrue golden age
is on its way.
Making the switch
So how long before we have total U.K.
conversion from analog to digital? Analog
switchoff for radio is areal challenge.
Commercial radio may need government
help to transfer all broadcasters from analog
to digital. So far income streams from analog radio have funded digital development,
so effectively commercial radio's shareholders are paying for it all at present.

User Report Update
On behalf of the Specs Howard School, thanks for publishing my user report
("Audioarts D-16 Meets Specs,' July 6).
Since the article was written, we have installed 14 additional Audioarts D-16 console
with more planned. We constructed six additional "practice" studios earlier this year, all
with D-16 consoles, for atotal of 21. We also have three Radio Systems Millenium consoles in service. Counting the radio stations, we have 25 audio studios, and aproduction
studio equipped with two ENCO workstations. Ididn't even mention we have video and
television, too.
As you may guess, our school is atesting ground for equipment subjected to daily use
and abuse by students. Despite this wear and tear, both the RS and Wheatstone products
have been maintenance-free. If the equipment holds up under our roof, it will likely hold
up in any environment
It's true — thousands of our graduates scattered throughout the country read your publication. But your advertisers also will benefit from the type of feedback we provide
through publications such as yours.
Bob Burnham
Chief Engineer
Specs Howard School of Broadcast Arts
Southfield, Mich.
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A recent independent report into digital
radio switchover prepared by former Culture
Secretary Lord Smith explored the possibility of using the licence fees from the national
commercial stations to provide grants to
assist with switchover. This simply reuses
money produced by commercial radio to
help with the transition to digital.
There is an indication that the government could consider using part of the BBC
licence fee to help commercial television
with the cost of converting viewers to digital.
If assistance is going to be given in television, Ithink that greatly strengthens the case
for assistance to be given in radio.
New stations and new ideas for satisfying
listeners are emerging all the time, engaging
new listener populations that haven't had a
reason to listen to the radio before. Thanks
to podcasting, the doors to broadcasting are
now open to all with acomputer, amicrophone and apair of headphones.
In analog there was little opportunity to
experiment, but in digital, the seeds of creativity can be nurtured from idea to fullblown radio service. It's acreative path that's
not been open to us before. The responsibility — for the BBC and for big companies
like GCap — is to make sure we pick up
those ideas and provide the finance and technical backup to make them areality.
In the next few years, the BBC and commercial radio will be launching new digital
radio stations and consumers will be able to
listen on awide range of devices. But with
ubiquity and choice comes responsibility.
It is up to us broadcasters to make the
programs we produce interesting, relevant,
different and compelling in the way we've
enjoyed for many years in analog radio.
The comfortable pair of slippers that is analog radio will still be comfortable and will
still be slippers in radio's digital third golden age, but they'll be treading somewhat
new territory.
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CHECK OUT OUR LATEST!

The NEW
AUDIOARTS
D-75 D IGITAL
RADIO CONSOLE
A CLEAN, CLEAR on-air
design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletop installation, and best
of all— completely modular.
A TRUE plug-and- play radio board
from the Wheatstone digital design team!

=-----YeeAUDIOARTS EAIGINEERIAlt9
sales©wheatstone.corn; tel 252-638-7000 / www. éuclioarts. net
C_opyright 0 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation

This Little Unit
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Can Do BIG Things!
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The Vorsis AP- 3digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound
exactly the way you want it
—cleanly and efficiently.
Built around a multi-band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP- 3
replaces awhole rack of dedicated
units. VORSS pre-conditions your
signa ( HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,
expander), then let's you apply 3- band
AGC/compression and 4- band parametric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through afinal stage
zero-overshoot peak limIter.
With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our
included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the
AP- 3direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor
functions, system settings
and security— all through
asingle R.1-45 ethernet
connection that lets
you control one or
many AP- 3 units.
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tel 252-638-7000

sales@vorsis.com / www.vorsis.com
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